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SECTION ONE

Pages 1 to 8
2 SECTIONS, 14 PAGES

New Series No. 527

FOREIGN DEBATE
SET FOR MONDAY
NIGHT AT COLLEGE
British Isles Furnish
Men
Who Will Clash Forensically With Murray
MILLER, OVERBY TO
ENTERT-M-N-6

THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEIR

Only 20,Days Till
Christmas is Cry
Of Murray Stores
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Volume CV; No. 48

Honored at First Baptist Church

Bratcher Loses
Newspaper Suit

Merchants and business men
of Murray swung into the slogan
'today of -cwily 20 More shopping
days until Christmas."
Decorations of cedar and colored lightning fixtures have been en the
streets. for a week.
Already stores are stocked with
Christmas supplies, and many purchasers, avoiding the holiday rush
ear y buying, are slue% lege
their closets with packages ready
for their good will pilgrimage.
City and farm .homes already
are thinking about the Christmas
trees to be put up and the coming of Santa Claus.

The Kentucky Court of Appeels
Monday-set-aside -a $5.000' judgment
against 'The Paducah Sun-Democrat
in a libel action growing out of
the reporting of a court story, declaring that "a fair report of judicial proceedings without malice"
is privileged for publieations.
The libel suit was filed against
Paducah Newspapers, Incorporatee.
by A. S. Eirat,hc-a
ay. aftei
the Sun-Democrat on Novembee
16, 1935, published the substance
of charges made by Mrs. Bratcher
in an answel to Bratcher's petition for custody of their tw) children. Bratcher at that time was
an instructor in the commerce. department of Murray State Cielege.
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Team

Predicts Basketball
Will Duplicate Success
of Grid Men

OWENSBORO WEED
SALES OPEN AT $10

Tobacco Sorting
Demonstrations to
Be Shown Here

THOROUGHBREDS

State Baptists
To Convene Here
For '38 Sessions

AGED WOMAN 'NES
OF LONG ILLNESS

Plans For Kiddies
on Christmas Day
Develop Swiftly Recrui
ting

-

First
Disr

Party
To Appear Here

Buel Perry Bray,
17, Dies Thursday

Jury Disagrees
In Poyner Trial

Licensed To Wed

Masonic Lodge to
Meet December 6

4

M. Hatler Crushes
Clinic Hospital Notes
Girl Gets Tryout
5028 Tons of Lime
in Eastern Opera Since October '36
--mon
•

cosT

'2"

RICHMOND LAUDS
FOOTBALL MEN AS
SIM-CHAMPIONS

cLIC T-140ROUG-14BREDS
PLAY LAST GAMES
All debate teams and the coaches
of West Kentucky, West Tennessee,
and Southern Illinois are invited
Dr. J. H. Richmond, president of
to attend the annual International
Murray State College, in chasel
iiebate to be staged at Murray
Monday personally congratulated
State CcIlege Monday evening, Dsember 8. at 8 o'clock, Dr. J, H.
the Murray football team and
Richmond, Murray president, ancoaches as "SIAA Champions" and
nueuced today.
promised the enthusiastic student
The visiting team this year is
body that the basketball team was
composed of David Sealand Jones
-of the University of Wales, reprelikely to repeat the success acsentative of the National Union of
complished by the Thoroughbred
Unemploy
ment
Compensat
ion RepStudents of England, and Harald
gridmen. Six seniors who have
resentative Will Arrive In
H. Munro, University of Glasgow,
played their last fo:aball game for
Murray
Monday
represeutative of the Scottish Na- - accorded spec:al
Average is $1.94 Lower Than Last Murray were
tional Union of Students. This depraise by the president and the
Year's Price; Other Markets
William B. Henderson, field ren,
bate will be the seventh consecustudent body. These seniors were
to Open
resentative of the Unemployment
tive international engagement for
Bill Thompson, Owensboro; CapCompensation, Commission for the
Murray State.
tain
Elmer Cochran, Paducah; A's
First day offerings_ on the dark
first district, will arrive in MurRobert Miller. Hazels Ky.. and
ternate-ta
ptain Frank Jones, Lintobacco market at Owensboro Monray Monday. December 8. to assist
James Overby, Almo, Ky., will repday brought growers an average coln, Ill.: James- Allison. Owensall employers liable for contriburesele Murray in the debate. The
of $10 per 100 pounds. The open- boro; C. W. Hardin, Jellico, Tenn.;
-lions to the Kentucky Unemployquestion for discussion will be:
ing of the 1937-38 Pryor market end Peril Fowler, Kankakee,
ment Compensation Fund in films
"Resolved thee war is the midthere saw the sale.of 207,070 pounds
With 6 conference yictories..•. I
necessary- reeorts, accordng to an
wife of progress". Murtly Will deat an average 81.84 tower than that tie, and no losses. Murray was
announcement received here today
fend the negative side of the propof last year when buyers apaid listed by the Associated Pram this
from the main office of the Comosition
$11_94 per 100 .pounds. The range week at the top of the_SIAA footmission in Frankfort. Henderson
Beth members of the foreign
this year was from $2 to $24.e0. ball teams. Although there is no
will be located at the New Nationteam are outstanding students and
compared with $2 to $39 last year. official football championship in
al Hotel during his stay here where
speakers and have achieved interHundreds of persons-farmers this conference, the custom Ms
he will be available for employers
national fame in the field of social
and their families, Owensboro busi- been to recognize as champion the
desiring his. services.
and political sciences, and particuness men, lsbacco men from mar- team with the highest standing in
Henderson, in addition to assist'
Love.
Top row, from left to right: Mrs. J. E. Haytvood, Lee
larly in international relations.
Rowlett.
Billie Jones, Sidney Roberts, *lex '.Z.lrat.1%. 86, was the oldest woman. kets with later openings ,and spec- the Associated Press ratings. Ersing employers in filling out their Carter Whitnell. Mrs.
F. N. McOn December 9. Murray will enThird
roe/T. Mrs. J. G. Hart,
Cunningha
rw
o m. A. W.
reports, will, conduct a survey of Elrath. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. McElrath has been a- member tators shuffled about the Owens- kine with five victories and no deA. -H. Wal- Nanny Crawford, Mrs., Betty
tertain the team from Southeast
feats or ties is the only only college
Fifth
Outland.
of the Baptist Church for 70 yeess boro Warehouse during the day.
business establishments
for the drop. Mr. David Terhune, Mrs. lissee
Oklahoma Teacheess. College of..
Mre.
Trpesdale,
TeOgccernets
Mrs. 8µ1.1
pIned-4he--eves'- thus. farr. _ to-contests kturray'as-eleintRagwell-- - Delon- -P-ureliare. -Wee
Cleede.
T.- and the -roll- , 00le- -of -the' Murray'
purpose --ef--eletermining- •
go -Brown:-Tirt. T 1LWilliams, worth, Mrs. Eddie Hodges,
OklaT- The question for all liable
age
was
lower
Mrs.
at
the
Sledd, Sr., J. H. Churchill.
opening this and, at first, was reported willing
church has held her name for 60
firms are reporting con- C. 11. Gregston, Mr. Rufe Langsthis .clash will be the Pi Kappa
Ed Farmer, Bob McDermitt, W
year because last cuttings-last to play Murray in a post-lessor.
Fifty-four
persons
had years.
•
tributicns in accordance with the ton.
who
Delta subject for all colleges in
S. Tolley, J. E. Haygood. W. B. passed the age of 0
iests
provisions of the _Unemployment
were
Especial honor went to Mr. and to be placed in the barn and thus "Tobacco Bowl" game at Louisville
Second row: Miss Rennie Row- MOW.- Sr.
the United States: Resolved that
first to be removed-were inferior to decide the controversy. Later,
of h:nor at a special service I Moe'
.
Compensation Act.
Mrs.
lett, Mrs. S. Edwards, Mrs. H. D.
A. H. Waldrop, whose years to the weed
the National Labor Relations Board
Fourth
row: Mrs. Ed Outland, day morning of laet week 't , the
however, Erskine declined the bid.
harvested earlier.
The survey will also include a Thornton. Mrs. L. Clint
Jones, L. Mrs. A. W. Outland, Ed Outland, First Baptist
should be empowered to force arhappy
of
married
life number 61.
Neaely 200,000 pounds of dark although Murray accepted. EisChurch.e
canvass of all employing units Clint Jones. Mrs. Susie
Craig, Mfs. Wyman, Joe Raines. Mrs. Joe
bitration of all industrial disputes.
tobacco
were en Henderson flcxee kine is listed second, according to
David Terhune. 92, tlith
of Mrs.
which have one or more persons Elbert Lassiter, C. H.
To that couple, and to Mr. Ters_
Fulton, P. Raines, Brack Swann, Bob Jack- Glen C.
Two of the following three mem- in
President RichAshcraft, was th
oldest hune and Mrs. McElrath member; for its opening Tuesday. Ware- press releases,
employment. Such units, it was H. Farris, Mrs. Mattie Ligon,
Mrs. son, Mrs. Jim Cole, John Parker. man present..
bers of Murray's team will be se- explained,
housemen
who foresaw the largest mond quoted numerous football
and Mrs. I, N. Mc- of the church gave bouquets.
must file a status relected t . meet the Oklahoma team: port
offering
fans
in
throughout
20
years
the
state who have
expected
seles
to determine liability.
Wilson Gantt, Murray; Paul Lemto total 7.000.000 to 8,000,000 pounds. remarked recently that "Murray
"The Unemployment Compensaons,, Murray; John Brinn. Paducah. tion
Last year's 5,000,000 pounds brougat this year has the best football
Commission must epass upon
Prof. L. J. Hortin is coach of de- the
an average of $15 per hundred.
team in Kentucky. -He said if
question of whether any orbiting at Murray.
Burley
markets
at
Bowling Murray could'find no opponent for
ganization or person is liable for
In its eight years of debating, contributions
Green,
the
Tobacco Bowl this year. the
Lexington, Maysville. and
to the unemployment
Murray 1155 won over 80 per cent compensat
Covington will cpen within the Thoroughbreds would be there pext
No words can express the appreciation of the deeds and rikcord
ion fund,- the announceof -Oil its debates, including the ment
season
week, it was rept-lifted.
of this year's team. whose glories have been penned the length
stated.
and
dpubie championship of the MidPlans have been made by the
breadth Of the land. They have brought untold honor and
-Therefore even though a firm
Murray concluded its regutar
to
The
State
Baptist
prestige
Association
's
Smith, and high
henors in the or individual is certain
county agent's department., for
Mtirray State, to Murray and allay county, and to
grid season Wednesday, November
in his own
the St .tF tif
annual conference will convene
Spithirn and Mid-West tourna- mind that
tobacco sorting demonstrations
Kentucky.
24..
defeating Superior, Wis., State
he at- not liable for these
in Murray through November
ts. •
to be held in Calloway county
contributions by virtue of having
Teachers 26-6 for a general seaTheir victories have not been wrought as the result of 0n1
15-17.
ian'
1933,
ministers
of
the
No admission price is charged at too few employees
beginning
December
8.
This
son record - of 8 victories. 1 tie.,,asair-oe
efforts, or a few men's efforts. It has been TEAM PLAY all
or for other
Memorial
ng the
and First
Baptist
the Merray .debates.
paper will carry notices of thee
reasons, he must file the required
1 loss t non-conference.)
line. This includes not only the iearte but the effortc or all inn
PresiChurches here
declared
this
demonstrat
ions
and
all
tobacco
dent Richomnd, the coaches, the students, the entire faculty, he loyal
report to determine liability in acVarsity and fresh cant ,
morning. The 1937 convention
producers are urged to attend
fans far and wide, and down to the boy on the _street who i shouting
cordance with the provisions of
ported fsr initial basket k
was held in Louisville.
these in order to be able to
the glories of the school. •
tice
the law. Failure to do so makes
here Monday, Hi
Mrs. Cordle Rushing, 82. Is Buried
The messengers and delegates
classify their tobacco so as to
him guilty of a misdemeanor, and
Cutchin announced;
Al Barnett's Cemetery
.
Not only in athletics but in every department Muir
from
all
ever
State
the
state
has
will
bring more money at the marupon conviction subject to either
found its place in the Sun. Everyone. ineluding the fact Ity, students.
Tuesday
convene- in the First Santis'
ket Tobacco is no different
fine dr imprisonment or both."
and alumni, are doing their best to advance the efforts of
Church for their daily sessions.
urray Stab.
- from any ether commodity with
Mrs
Mary
Jane
Rushing, one of
Churchmen here estimate there
Murray and Calloway County are appreciative of tee glory brought
respect to .neat packages pleasthe most respected ladies in Calto our community. But we should do more than that for it means busiwill be an out-of-town attending the buyers. Know how this
loway county, died at her hone
ness to the citizens of this community as the presto' nd enrollment
ance of from 700 to 1,000 people.
is done and increase, your farm
southeast of Murray Monday afterFurther details of the Christmas
grows.
The delegations will be enterincome.
noon late after a two-months' illparty co-sponsored by the Capitained while here by Baptists
Foll‘
The signal fires have been lit. The enthues
aining momenness of senility. She was 82 years for
tol Theatre, the Parent-Teachers
of the Blood River Association
turn-it is lime that we ceeate our local army et
A recruiting party.from Fort
will and assis. old., _
se Aseoeietioireel. the. Public Schools.
- and friends:, -rage'
Lance* to Murray State, avid show more concrete
Knox, Ky.. wilt vitfte'Murray this
ce of "apprecia,
.
and the Ledger & Times for the
Business of the meeting will
Eight children. twenty
bon; for the city and county will be the winner-.
worthy rsoldren Of the city will month for the purpose of acceptbe
concerned with Baptist misgrandchildren, and nine
ing enlistments for Fort Knox.
Murray State,,-has the facilities to handl, a
eat many more
,be zinneuseed next week. A free
sions, seminaries, orphanages,
grandchildren survive tie'
students wittfout increasing the overhead of opera ing the institution.
motion
slime program will be Any young man who may desire
educationa
wilose 82 years were
l
institution
s.
etc. It
But to get those students it will be necessary to a vertise the outstandto join the Mechanized Cavalry
given to: the kiddies on Friday
will be the first time the asconsideration and jr
ing merits and accomplishments of Murray State. When that is done
Brigade stationed at Fort Knox
morning, December
24. at the
sociation ever met in Murray,people with whopthrough newspaper, through radio and through the individual efforts
Capitol Theatre, following which may get application blanks from Youth Had Been Ill for Three
coetact.
of the citizens then will students flock here.
candies, nuts, and fruits will, he members of this recruiting party
Months; Preferred Baptist
All of her ".
or from the local Post Office. Due
Why? -The first thing a student considers-in elitseeing a,school is distributed
The Parent-Teachers
Faith
now living/
to the increase in the army, there
the rating of that school in the course of stsdy he wishes to pursue.
are stip.: simile the collection of
Mrs. S. C
will be vacancies at Fort Knox for
Murray rates A-1 in all courses offered as wel as athletics.
funds to buy the treats and the
Buel Perry Bray. 17-year old
of Gray
a few men each week from now
The second question, is there any social
motion pnhture program will cone?
That
son
-Mrs.
answered
Emma
is
of
Bray.
died
-of
Intyre.
until the end of the year. The
sist if a Zane Grey
Western.
a three months' illness of compli- by the good times everyone has had who has l4tended here. Life in
Her if
"Arizona Raiders", and a Popeye greatest care is taken in the se- cations at 11 o'clock on Thanks- Wells Hall or the Men's Dormitory is unexcelle
anywhere
west
of
Cord'
lection of men for enlistment and
.
the
Alleghenie
s.
Cartoon. "Little Sweet Pea-.
After deliberating more than 12
giving Day at the family home
Mr
Tickets of admission will be only suitable akmlicants can be ac- near Brandon.
The third question and probably the most fundanitental is how hours in Mayfield, the jury hearcepted.
the
printed and donated by the Ledger
A member of no church, his much will it cost to go to school there? Again Murray leads s leaswhere ing the case of Byan Poyner chargHer
& Times which in turn will be
denominational
preference
was can you find rooms and board fit' for a king or queen at $20 a m‘sinth ed with murder in the death of faith ft.'
altstributed by the Parent-Teachers
Maurice Gorrell at a road house
Baptist. Outside of his immedi- as you can get at Murray State.
Re> ;
organizatian to those worthy Chilate family, Bill Bray. St. Louis,
Now it is high time to sell high school students all around us on folio months ago came to no satil- 1.10
dren whu are the most deserving,
Mo., a grandfather, and Mrs. Alice coming to Murray State. They will want to come when they are prop- faCtory agreement and were dis- a:
and who otherwise might not have
missed., by Graves County Circiiii„jeog.
Outland, Calloway county, a grand- erly invited.
Calloway County
Court Clerk mother, survive him.
a nice Christmas. Admittance will
How are we to-do it? The power of the printed -word is un- Judge Ls. L. Hindman
be by !Sect only, but all worthy this week released marriage liOn the03
In his own family in addition to beatable. It behooves some organization arriengethe
1b4k,_ballot. ti oy
irst
business men here jurors
children will be supplied with censes to the following people:
his mother, he is survived by three in Murray to raise a small fund. and with properly worded
st
for a life seri ;
advertiseHarcld 0. Lumsden. 21, Mat- sisters,
them.
the punlshm
Louise, Gaynell. and Mag- ments and publicity stories extolling the merits of Murray State,
asked. fry O.,
placed
thews, Mo., to Miss Mary Margaret
Commonwealth, teed one
deline; and. two brothers,, Cody in the Metropolitan papers of "Illinois, Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky. MisOverbey, 21. Murray.
quittal. On the fi4al cou I
and Euel Bray, all of the county. souri. Tennessee, and Arkansas, students will make inquiry and
come.
Elbert Garland, 32, Murray, to
The Rev, B. R. Winchester. cf If we only increased the enrollment 25 or 50 the first year. it would be held out for a fife-term, i
Gladys Kimbro, 21, Murray„
Benton, conducted the funeral ser- a good start. By keeping it up year after year. it would grow in pro- fyoiirars,
15 Fears A c ii
Tulon Turnbow, 20, Murray, to
vices at Blood River at 2 o'clack portion, and Murray .and Calloway County would benefit as well_sas
years,
Katherine Brinn. 17, Murray
The
Friday
case probably wil,
afternoon. The pallbearers the college.
The Masonic Lodge Number 105
Tom Ervin, 57, Dyersburg. Tern.,
were Charlie Lassiter. Cassel Got Let's-make up a citizens committees aed start the ball to rolling the second time at the ISI,,
will mint on the first Monday to Nora Powell, 44. Mayfield.
of
Graves
rison.
'Circuit
Glen
Woikman,
urt. "'
Notsie
Pray,
and Help Murray to Grow as Murray State Grows.
'night in December which this year
e
James Outland, and Jessie Rushfalls en the 8th, in a regular sesing.
Schoo
sion at 6 e'clock, it was announced
.today by Jake Dunn, master of the
For Novemb
lodge.
Mr .and Mrs. William !tiller, of
Work. Dunn said. will be in the Northeast Murray. are the parents
The November
third desree. Refreshments will of an 8 pound daughter, Lois MoPatients' admitted to the Keyi- Training School Je
All members are ex- zelle, born Tuesday.
be servtsi
Houston Clinic Hospital during the graphed student n'
pected ,ind urged, Dunn said, to
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Ward of the
made its appearar,
oast week'
present.
.
North Highway announce the arbe
ptoritn
, Murraa y.staff-.
Joe Da moo!.
n.
rival of a daughter, Annette. Suec.
iiii4Awenty-eight
Mrs. Belford Pascnall, Cottage
dancing here, received a message lrtve
SECRETARY WALLACE SAYS
day evening.
Broach, editor;
ftom Arlova and Prideanx, ballet tons of limestone have been crush- Grove. Tenn.
CORN %LONE ROBS THE SOIL
assistant
editor;
Mrs. 'Herat Elkins. New Concord.
heads of San Carlo . Opera Com- ed since October 1. 1938, by- the
COAL
IS DECREASED
Robert Carlisle, Jr., near Murray Rebecca Thurme
pany. N. Y., that a tryout for their State Department of Agrieultuo,"Bettor
modern
mettiods
of
Caudill,
owned
proof
crusher
t
obtained by the
Kline.-t
ballet Would be given to a pupil
growins earn." said Sectary of
The Bituminous Coal Commission of
Farris, Billy Fri.
Farm Bureau of this county for 'Howell Bogard, Route 4.
hers Friday, November 26.
Agriculture Wallace recently, "msY fixed the prices Monday
da Sue Cattle. I
which _ Mrs. Spear left for Chicago veth the distribution of quarry line to
Charlie Gibbs, Murray.
blind ermy people 'to the fact will be charged by more than 80
Owen, Lucille
Miss.Idell Batts, Fulton.
Dprothy Ann Pearce, Fulton gSe. fartners in Calloway county.
that :es of soil fertility is a real per cent of the soft coal industry
Mike Hatter, Calloway countiart
Patients dismissed the past week. Roberts, repor
also, known here, for the week-end
threw s, the. economic life of the after December 15 in a meeting in
and Galen TbJ
Luther Rogers,. Lynn Grove,
and returned with the good mews is operator of the lime.erueher.
Pat Crawfor
- Corn Met. Some people in the Washington. D. C.. it was an- that
Alonzo Beaman, Lynn Grove
chosen
Miss
Pearce
was
from
town-, whose incomes are most en- nounced today.
James Thom
Omer Wells. 'near Murray,
among girls of leading dancing
TWEEDY IS NEW MANAGER'
dangered-by this threat seem least
Mrs Graves Willear4 ftoute 1. Ann Owen, a„
schools
in
York,
Chicago,
New
-aware itat itexigts. They do not ORCHESTRA TO BROADCAST
Mrs. Chesley Farris, near Murrnv. artists; and
San Francisco, St. Louis and other
realiss that corn, unless it is kept
Dickey Hood. **
cities. This year. the ballet conThe -Cleveland. Ohio, office of '
.
,
ee
1.1
by
proper
its
rotation,
is
Thy orchestra of Murray State
in
business mai
worst of all the soil de- College will present the "Drains sists of only 8 girls, 4 boys, and the Social Security Board anone of '
Christian
tion is well r
Science' Broazcast
Arlova and Prideaux, so the hou.ar flounced today the aPpointment cf
stroy - They do not realize that elethe Jackson Purchase" in a racho
nile journalie
of being one of eight. chosen is to R. A. Tweedy as manager of the
...,0;1 is washed away as a program to be broadcast over Stetannouncem
An
if th,
ent
today
declares
be
Paducah
envied.
field
office
of
the
Bureau
continueus corn growing, lion
resiiii
WSM in Nashville
Friday
MRS. ST
Miss Pearce has been given as of Old-Age Insurance of the bo- that a Christian Science program
ems
- of small towns will also night December 10. at 9:30 o'clock.
will be radiorast Sunday, Decema stage name that of Robye Carr. cial Security Board.
,1
away
and the business The orchestra, composed of 83
ber 5. from 12 to 12:30 o'clock as
be
Relatives o.
Tweedy succeeds Shirley
men • those small towes will students, • is under
H.
fetittite
cglianbia-Bzoldthe direction ..More 1,411,- a thousand 4eas-rist
BIsatton.v
irtsollarM
t
ivttriii
en;
s
}Trimit.--sese,
wise
Thewemeer•
casting
erect/id'
et
System Church of the Mrs. Stephen,
Pt
•
?fl' Dore. !MOT or itie limestOne have been
spread oy eget at Paducah pending the as- Air series
field . 4 today may mean 'he MusiteDeparernent ,-of
epd .tray be heard over, Jlihesen
Murray State. Rockcastle county farmers in one
ITeil
dw
. at
'
signment of a permanent execue. Station WHAS
ghost e aims of tomorrow,"
4880 kilaryeies),
month.
INt to duties there.
-Louisville.
this County.'
1,, -

Births

ders

Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere la
$1.50
the State of Kentucky.
t9 nn a year to any adds's=
"other than above.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon December 2, 1937
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PAGE TWO

TIM-LEDGER it TIMES, NIVRRAIT, KENTUCKY, Till'RSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBE
R 2, 1937.

Red Cross Closes Roll Call
Drive On Thanksgiring Day

Between the Rivers

I S. Pleasant Grove I

For Soil Improvement and Conservatio n
Lime and Phosphate Are Not Adequate

Knight News

j These people who recently killed
'hogs have had several bad days
on the meat. I guests these cold
•
Well I'll just write a few lines
• •
1 ,Ilo to all! Hope everybody days look good to them.
to the Ledger & Times as I have
Paschall, who wa,: laken leis a nice time Thanksgiving.
Wa)rie
had
,conie back in the house.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Stubbleand Mrs. D. C. Laycox had
the Clinic In Murray Seen-Too often farmers think that belief. However, why,
build up the fire and make dif- to
• .
as • see Tuesday dinner dingle field visited Mr. and Mrs Lowell
'when they have limed and fertiliz- is added to the soil
ferent plans tor the day. i can't day night and operated upon for
Steele
Sunday.
Sarah
appendix,
reported
produce more, obvioitee
Mi•
Thormpson. Mr. and
was
H
.. get • ths Ford started to go to a ruptured
Pop Eye killed a snake Satitr- ed their land with phosphate so yields draw more heavily
Me Leman Thompson and cellas doings tairty well.
hate- itetitrig• Heltirtihree wrath"
die."Noieerriber -26. just in feint Of that legumes can be - krovne the the plant nutrients in the
The tetistees of PleasInt "G-rove dis
and Dillard. Elkins.
. Herten, Will Jones.- J. W. Den- or and
Fords don't go together.
ekley Sttneart's peace. The rep- Continued use "of this treatmeht is exhaust those not addt.
ud Ed
Miller.
orrLam
and Granville Montgomery
Any way all I know is push the Church. Jim and Tom Erwin,- and •
I
rebitibTilitli starter and when it refuses to S3 C. R. Paschall, accompanied by the ha. _ moved to the island on Mead tile measured 14 inches in length.; all that is necessary to keep their more rapidly. For exampl,
Rev. K. G. Dunn. Lucian Guptoa, ries:. to take care of Floyd Meyield of crops Is doubles
Lamb, Mrs. Lottie Denham, 0. 13. I am at the
Buck Bucy arrived from Detroit
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Hazel.
Tbouraands of men and women
.played Tues- blow how wise it is to take Blacksembet 30. at Draught at the first sign of constiTied between pation. They like the refreshing reIsm and the lief it brings. They know its temely
ich are Ciard. use may save them from feeling
'and Codie. badly and possibly losing time at
.has cOnsist- work front sickness brought on by
etiran bess constipation.
rare 22. High
If you have to take a laxative occaraonally, you can rely on

NGlliyunLn.
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North Lynn Grove
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READY CASH
on your

TOBACCO

.72,„

for

niAs

New

Bitking!

Locu t Grove News

--

The opening date has not been set, but we-are--

now receiving and will make you a liberal advance on tobacco delivered in our barn.
•

We are ready to RECEIVE your tobacco for
the first sale and respectfully solicit any
- of your business.

Lynn Grove School

Growers Loose Leaf Floor

=,nre

-Pioneers In Loose Leaf

Business in Murra

SAME LOCATION AS LAST YEAR
EAST of Railroad .. . Opposite Depot
Murray, Kentucky
We have a good warm factory in which.to take care
of your tobacco; equipped
with the best of non-glare skylights.

INSIDE DRIVEWAY.. . GOOD 4LEEPING
QUARTER
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

-*AL-awed. serala

'S... FREE STALLS . . •

We will give your tobacco our very besrpersonal
attention at 441,fo_
tual
. es and we ID,
neve
e , nce in the tobacco business_means
rfilich- You in marketing your tobacco to the very best advantage.

We wish to thank you for 'the splendid patronage
given us last season and hopr
for a continuance of same this year.

.iody
ly sub-

Ledger
nearly
ds it!

BLACK-DRAUCHT
A GOOD LAXATIVE
checks
COLDS
iuid

_FEVER
fled day

Liquid, Tablets, lffeidache. 30
every rift- .Saive, N ose Drops
Minutes
e.tlit a Try "Rub-My-Tiam"-World's Best I
Liniment
..•

The place to sell your tobacco for the MOST
MONEY!
Again, REMEMBER OUR LOCATION.
GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

East of Railroad

Opposite Depot

3. K FARMER, Manager
,

••

'tsars
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tamed Friday afternoon at her
Alpha Department Meets
MRS HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
dan. Mrs. Rosie. Major. Mr. arid nie Hendricks. Miss Nell Sheri.
home with a miscellaneaus shower
PHONE 247, PLEASE
At Miss Wyeallin1S Mrs. Roy Sheridan. Mr: andMrs. Mrs. Pearl
Short, Mr. sDood"
which was in compliment to Mrs.
Stroud and baby
Harold
Lumsden: a , bride
01
The Alpha Department of the Clyde Manning. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Hart, Mrs. Viola Linn,
Thanksgiving Day.
Murray Woman's Club was de- E. Richisx
Miss Mary Donn Hubbs. 1)4rs, Eva
The decorations in the rooms
The marriage of Miss Margaret George Ed Overbey. by' whom lightfully
entertained - Saturday
Irvin, Miss Frances Whitnell. Mrs.
carried cut a color scheme of green Overbey
and
Quentsn '.he was given in marrieds., and afternosn at the home. of MIES Mr And Mrs. Termon Pace
Harold
Honored
Ethel
Trevathan,
and white.
Mrs. .„1,undy
'Lumsden was beautifully solem- had as her attendant Miss Murrelle Nellie Mae Wyman with Mrs. J.
Tubbs. Mrs. Jeff Edwards. Miss
The bride was presented a mock nized on Thanksgiving Day at five Hartsfield
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bridesmaid. The D. Rowlett, Mrs. H. M. McElrath,
Mrs.
A.
A.
Whitlow
or
Almo
shower, consisting -of old WEIrtt-out, o'clock- fib the afternoon at - the .sroom
was attended- by
Mr,' and Mrs.--WssA: Johnston-SaWSTIng gas.. a kitchen and linen shower Maurelle Clencientin.
useless articles, which occasioned home pf the bride's parents. Mr. Maurice Ryan as best man.
hosts.
in honor of her daughter.
much
gaiety.
Copy foi this page should be
Then. Miss Charlyn and Mrs. B. ,W. Overbey. The Rev.
The bride wore a frock of dri-- - Mrs. G. T. Hicks, chairman, pre- Geneva Pace. The honoree re- Quail supper Is Givens
submitted not later than Tuesday
Hartsfield drew in a decorajed
Mack Jenkins read the single
sided over a short business session ceived many lovely gifts.
bonnet
velvet
with
short
puffed
afternoon each week.
wagon which was filled with love- ring ceremonY-- before an unproMiss Rebecca Farmer entertainsleeves. shirred high waist and after which a most interesting proA salad course was•-sarsted and ed a few friends with a quail stsii-•
ly gifts for the honoree,
vised altar which was banked with slightly
gram, with England as a backflared
skirt.
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hat
the afternoon was' spent enjoying per Thursday evening at aevtlEt.
The hostess served a pretty a profusion of ferns interspersed
of matching shade with shoulder ground. was presented.
Johnnie Steele for Mr. Steele'' party plate.
with huge baskets of white chryMrs. Carlisle Cutchin reviewed games and contests. Prize, winners o'clock.
.
length veil and she wore a shottlbirthday which was on NM/ember
Those present were Mrs. F,d santhemums. On either side were
Kipling's biography, "Something were Mrs. Nadine Pace, Mrs. ChrisDuvets were laid for Miss MarthE
24, but the dinner was given Frank Kirk. Miss Mary Martha candelabra burning blowing white der corsage of Talisman roses and
tine
Graham.
'Mrs.
Pauline
McAbout Myself."
Sue Key. Miss S.latha Lou barber.
•
ThanksgiVing day.
A most de- Overbey, Miss Kathleen Robert- tapers. BOwls.s.of white flowers lilies of the valley tied with gold
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough .pre- Coy. and Mrs. Ruby Hubbs.
Miss Sae Farmer, Miss Rebecca
Frlaiiv. December 3
Tfiuse
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"ICE is the BEST and CHEAPEST Refrigerant yet known to the

Scientific World"
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I hope we will win. -Nina acres -of the Hebb :arm:- manufattui"., of tobacco or dealel' the "V". Horizontal lines of
able fame for his "Ruggles of Red three registered heifers to add to
except i3roach boys
this
_winter.
county;
nave
Angus
herd.
in
Todd
Buel Bray. *hp had been la for
Guthrie road
ers in leaf tobacco will be funsthe grille bars and the louvres andGap." directed -The Awful Truth" his purebred
mctta: Mrs. 011ie
and. their
upon application to the T 1echoed in a bright rnstleos stc•el some'tune. died Thanksgiving day. Broach, who,will love to..Jolin
Approximately a thousand wes- been terraced.
from Vina Delmar's adaptaiion uf
Everyone
teill
miss
Section. Internal Revenue
him.
bacco
Min& which is carried along the
Arthur Richrnan's famous stage tern range ewes have been placed
ins, -idwater. which
Bridges'
plate
Some of our school pupils are
It Pays to Read the Classitleda
Service. Louisville. K.
beft to _Abe rear_
on Larue county farms.
play.
ha' • bought.
'they
property
.The new standard line cars also misong school an account of strip-' A big crowd ; tended the sale
be glad
-PIANO Tuning and Repairing,
present- a alarger appearance. wah ping tobacco.
Mr. and Mrs, Will Kirkland s
1io waled 4 of
Alte-sreroassa
23.- About -6 or 8 special price; Dee examination.t
November
on
„pula away-tf•
undred- dollars wrth of vattlah.e Phone-372-W. John Travis.
is formed in a "V-. with the hori- come. to school,
! • - The- prominent
things were
zorital grille bars extending unWe- elected new commidees to- Clint Drinkai
• the auctiOneet. e'OR RENT-Furnished apartment
broken_ along, the •hoodside to day and are as follOws: news reequipped.
Steam
el to the beau- Electrically
the
th
!Orin the louvres.
porters. fourth grade-J. Wa.Selattt tiful- city : •‘: •
Heat.
Available' now,
Newly
Interiars- of the 'two cars are sixth 'grade, Ledora
Garriean•
, ass- pintols and - decorated. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett.tfr
Wror
_...roonly an
eighth grade, ..fpr _erganizer and Weste,.
attractive._ styled
. novels _for, didkeeping With the exteraorraattrfte also
reporter. Maybelle._ Stalh_
that we have ,allE YOU'in_ the Market far a
4'luxe sedan interiors are larger. Playground 'committee. Billy. Guer- r:. :
nighwaa, mohlliers. , Radio? We Belt the ACA Victor.
Night driving safety is increased in,
T. Garrison. Merle Sills, Imo- Ci
drunkards • ' Headed Philcu
•
and Sentinel.
Farm
Ire addition of a, headlamp beam gene Garland. L. D Workmar
Shin up? Models for homes withcut elec•::: aivila house
mintrol .on the toe-board cir;bctri-' _Firekeeper` committee. , Hubei-t and
Murray'g. tricity. Johnson-Fain Appl. Co.tfc
is hat 'I saw en
N
Lines. The, control is operated by Hobert Brandon. -Calvin Hall. Li- le, at n(ii*- Weeping, mournful
the fuot_ A tell-tale light on -the brary-and school room comrnitee
trYing to. preach withou; FOR SALE-Will sell cheap, good
instrument panel indicates the pa- Jerfnie Lee -Coleman. Viala Johnaaci.cnce Pore ole soul!
1934 model 1 1-2 ton Chevrolet
sitIon of the beams, whether high son. Argenteen.Sills. Seating coniAbout noon. -Jess Sexton saki. • truck. See/L. F. Thermond. 4fc
• •or ,depressed.
mittee. Ruby Scott, Dortha Gar-. "Eadc .come. with me!" So we
• • Both front and rear seats are land. Rubella Stalls,-Juanita JeZ117-- mocheel te the basement of the -FOR SA ---1---lammer Mill Gr:st
wide enough for- thtee persons ,eon.' Sweepees'__cotornittee, Edsvo.- Metlardiet thumb where the ladies \Mill. in good condition, practicalSeat cushions, and backs are fin- Stalls._ Rebecca Coleman. Cas,
el 1 •,f S „ath Pleasant Grove church
y new.,' Will sell _cheap. Ain
ished in piping and pillow treat- sparrison.
.
lilting , business. W C Crowe,
•
ha7j, prepared "chicken dinner' and
. .
ment. In the de luxe cars thetinWe sure _were glad .n have I,..fT,.,. like Ma used to ..rnakea
Dfp
ii-ksey. Ky.
. lah is set off with rows -'of orna- g--avel brought and put in front
.-„,.., 11,ss _ gall! me an .t
mental buttons.' Ash 'trays are our cistern and doors today. , We
A
RENT--Furnished
Garage
,..,.._..,o caused a radiant smile of
recessed -in• rear-arm-rests- of the are prouci that -cur county superai- :nar.kt La Iness for- such a good, airiait.oedt. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett. If
,
de - luxe closed sedans
tenderit had it put around ( ur b,-untiful dinner.
HELM'S
HEALTHIER
The- draver -seats of all cars ex- building where It has: been nead-i The State Teachers College, with i0I-tDER
cept- the • phaetou are adjustable ed..SO kn i. --Written by -J vt I brass band eXhibited the best pa- 'CHICKS NOW. SAVE.10'l HON1-:'•;TLY PRICED-HIGHEST LiN andathe-ameunt or -adjustment this Scott. fourth gr,ade: Lesiora Gam- rade around court square mind
ABILITY 1937 LAYING CONson, ,sixth
been increaeed.
grade:
.
. Stalls
..
, Main , street since Itingling- Bross TESTS. OFFICIALLY PVLLOR4T.pm,
jet ii,avri,(4r
zanize.,
_ Maybelle
,
One•of the untesipal•new features I
Cfreus .20 .940.. years alp. Smart 1;M TESTED. PEDIGREED
is- the front seat of Tudor sedans.
lx.'.
boys and beautiful girls. The U. SIRED
MATINGS
GOVERNThe seat' eushion is full width.
S. flags and banners were grand MENT APPROVED. FREE BelaSeat backs are 'divided. each beir.a
Everybody
it,
and eloquent That man in solid LETIN '-FEEDING
LAYIlltba'
to' calla:.
HATCHERY. PADUCAlT
HELM'S- -'----- - - - and
idward 'as it,. is tipped. forwent:
British
of richA group BcYrDlip
KENTUCKY.
kis provides_ a wide peseagewaa
syndicates and church
Aerican
m
•
ether side- 1for entrance ta • •
17' i Miseionaries have property ih 'FOR SALE-Registered 2-year* aid
compartment.. •
'
Now, a bull. Also fresh and springing
the "across the, seas"*.
& 'Times
-;ies of •both - car lines are
few,- Senators, and eriforth'I ere au l tWo and three year old cows. 41..;
• p
There is ho .metal-tpan.
varaught up. .crying war..., I' wish M. Miller. Phone 280-J. '
Itp
you could have heard .. Or, John
. Brinkley. and Mrs...HDpitley . ,of FOR RENT-a-ream h-use. near
Texas. "over the air, abOnt• such 'College on 15th .St.: also 3 and 2ro:m apts, or bedroom on South
propaganda. _STOr). TLtok: Lister,:
- 1-Save-Jahn Keel and Mist Fin- 5th St. Also 'Joe Williams tarn.
Mrsi, Etta Williams. 307 South
See
Murray..
Miss
Emma.
ma Keel in
Itp
has been 'teaching public schools 5th St.. Murray. -Ky.
1
-_-_
•
the past . several . years. She has
wants
'
Middle
aged
lady
Refined
taught thousands to read and
4
",
'• • , sea
write-fl--but not one to violate the housekeepin# nursing, or place
_Write Box_
law of -the land. Miss Goldie Mc- as a cothpanion.
& Times. Itp
Keel oteacher), and Miss Emma HLP. care of Ledger
•
,
Keel, during their school „and col- FOR RENT-a furnished bedrodm
le-ge _-days __were_ kn.-..as Mutt -on -1st floorwith - privateo en"\ ,
HORSEPOWER
60 OR 85 HORSEPOWER
85
iEsinnai and Jeff -and- I reckon - ',ranee and 'bath. See. Miss Alpha
\ 470r
that Miss Audit kalwell .was McGough. 311 North 5th St: lac
--Hank and ete".-"Eagie"
FOR RENT-3-toom ghrage agit.
cheAp: also 4 rooms in horde
Both furnished. Just in frcnt of
Wells' Hall at College: Mrs. J.
Etc
7Mi Lonzo Beaman is slowly im- -D. Hamilton.
pi .ving after treatment , at the FOR SALE--Florence 'Circulating
Cenic.
Heater, Only used 3 days. In
Doll Junes and IllUrvin Parks excellent canclition.
See ,Mrs.
I only
havo bad quite a task painting •Ethe1 Beaseden at • Regal Dress
STANDARD FORD V-8 ... 112" wheelbase; 8 or 60 horsethe Sinking Spring church since -11thop alee-gbe.slove at 502 South
DE LUXE FORD V-8... 112" wheelbase; 85-horsepower engine;
"s the
the weather has been unfavorable 4th St.
power engine; Improved Eatiy•Actioa. Safety Brakes; CenterItp
Improved Easy•Action Safety Brakes; Center-Poise Ride; Alb
It will
for painting.'
.
Poize Ride; All-steel body; Broadcloth or Mohair upholsteel body; Mohair or Broadcloth upholstery; Walnut•finished
'nee,
rought sorrow to
t Bro. J. J. Gough filled hie reg- ,Dancing has
stery, Mohair extra in "60"; MahopuiY-6nislievl trim; One
trim; Twin horns, tail lights, sun visors; Clock; 0.00" black
ularappointment at Sinking Spring many. It is said you cannot take
tail light, sun i,i}or; Twin horns; 3 body types; J colors.
tires, white sidemmlls are extra; 8 body types; 6 colors.
Sunday. We are grieved to.--give Jesw; to -a dance. .If you can
him up as our pastor. No pae- please write •Publicity Supt. S.
.._has been-- ealied a`g. yet to Pleasant Grove Missionary Society,
Hazel, Ky.
itp
. the pulpit__
C. FOR CARS DELIVERED IN
De Luxe ears are equipped with the 85oap offers two new cars for 1938—
Wo were
to -learn 'that Mrs.
E(a.1 Mayer d Murray Route,..5. is FOR SALE-Grist Mill, .18,„ h.p.
horsepower engine only.
the Standard Ford V-8 and the De
_an, opertient at-the -.Masc,n, engine. crusher, Sheller.. and, pair
Standard Ford V-8 (60 he,1--Coupe, $599;
The Standard is even lower priced than
Luxe Ford V-8. They are different in ap:
s'hspitai.
e- is rapidly improv- of Scale:. also -set uf blackarrath
TR.AR
Tudor,$644; Fordor,1.7
as9DTan
iT TrAtillEosr:V
;
-Trig And
's hotting for her-a. tooL1-•_ See_C. _E. Penny or sant
the
De
Luxe.
It
high
has
graceful
now
lines
the
same
—but
built
to
peiranc,e
Wilson, Wiswell, Ky.
(85 hp.)—Coupe, $09; Tudor, $669; Fordor,
tieedy r
and well-tailored interiors—with a choice -- Vila
standard of mechanical excellence — on
ludolph
d. who is a Mu- FOR fiENT-gew 3-room house.
--De Luse Ford V-I1 (SF hp. -rottly.)—
.
business. college. 3-acre, lot near town: lht a -..c.r,
of engine sizes-85 or 60 horsepower.
'at a
the same chassis.
Coupe,
$689; Tudor, $729; Fordor, /7:1; Con.
throu*
holidays
?m:i.#, or the
bath, garage. Call 227
Ite
Before Ford made V-type 8-cylinder enBecause people liked our 1937 car so
Cl
gines available to every one, they. were
well, they bought more than of any other
4
' Mrs, Cletus Robertson FOR • RENT-7-rciorn
apartment
Convertible
rtibCc-drirele Cla;
b-C
lo
et:::), $
182
nniple,$3ab
Collp
749
4;
1
01; rba
a Mo.. were home for with garage 'on West Main St.
used only in expensive' cars., Since then,
make. -They liked its looks, its smooth
Convertible Sedan, $901:
,g arid Visit.i4 relatives. - sa5 per month.:.See. John:Ryan. Ic
four million Foul Owners have learned
performance, and the way it handled. We
- -i- Mayer of Muter Bat • .
•' •
Standard and De tale ears einlired with
housework.
nreactt at Sinkine WANTED-a' General
the genuine enjoyment of driving an eight.
have
improved
on
that
car
in
the
newly
hampers.,i-bumper guards, spare' all. el, tire,
See Mrs. W. H.
lay night at 8 o'clock. "Day., only
tube, tire lock and band, cigar light. r, twirl
cylinder car With all-around economy.
styled Standard Ford V-8.
He
a is a Caliew•ay boy 'Glover. 420 North 3rd St.
n
horns,
orns,antl headlight
atnoexthear.,
always glad to htre
nchg
airnfell.cater o r; iflsttflThe thrifty "60" engine, especially, makes
But some folks wanted still more size
pigs
FOR
SALE-5
weighing
abarttt
He has held pastopanel,
So
each,
1
mile
narth
possible
in
Standard
set
models
a
and
style,
with
the
same
Ford
adkantages.
very
low
i Tennessee, the oast
Clifford Melopvta
ilrn akdatitl
le.m
iori
, ...
e L.tid.
xrvii
ra,ir:
•yr
i viiefe;
is clerk and tress- BenT77 ILghway
Arst cost and equally low 4eraliqie.
For them, we designed a new De Luxe line.
es"
.4ociation there,,heimi
'
"ft
two distinct 4.44*,Iwo 'engine
The Dauxe Ford V-8Seclahs areIon& -this --year -to • erat
al..o de luxe steering wheel. glove , ailParIt
wa4nte--141fic
with more room, larger luggage. space, sizes and two price,rangesi- you'll find a
Square Deal Beeson Shop. Emit
merit lock, rlork, and eltrunie wile, I bands,
(.--npIeted a nine Main St. at Railroad Crossing,
1938 Ford car to fit your needs exactly.
,and finer appointments all around.
at no extra charge.
the "Aunt Murray. Ky.'
D2f3p
irc,.V tolangiag
WANTED--Man with car to take
+s been confined over profitable itawteigh Route.
with fhi. Hope .Established customers. Nliasa be
,t again soon.
• satisfied with earnings uf $30• a
leaning its cio-ie, . week to start. Write ffawleigh's.
moving is
Depta "K Y L-181,101. Freepart,
., e. -A Reader.
DI.
Itp
_
__a_
s
•
, F- OR RENT-10-room
house ein
county's 10 0001 North 14th St. Balliariarite base) has _been sold I ment garden and garage See W
$5000: the ree G. Melton at J N., Waggoner's
'0 lajage a •
'Benton Highway.
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end at home with his family. Miss
Christine Johnstien, a teacher in
the South Fulton schools, also spent
the Thanksgiving holidays at .home
with her parents and sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. Beale Outland
spent . the Tbanksgiving holidays
with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bates in
Greenvale, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wilkinson
took Thanksgiving dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. I. A- Wilkinson at
Concord Thursday.
Mr. awe Mrs. E. E. Swor and
on, David Wear, of Ashland, Ky.,
spent the Thanksgiving holidays
in Murray and Hazel with their
families, Mrs. Z. Swor and family
and Mrs. Annie Wear.
Miss Naomi Maple, critic •teacher
in the Murray .,College Training
School, visited Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Langston in Nashville en Thanksiving, day_ Ana ..atten.ded the Vanderbilt-Alabama
football
game
there in the afternoon. Alabama,
a strong contender for the Rose
Bowl invitation this year, undefeated and untied throughout its
season's play, defeated Vanderbilt with a last 'quarter field goal

xErnmrio fliftImmit AffERINTooNt, DECEMBER

home in Hazel with tonsilitis the
earay part of the week.
Ms. and Mrs. Ellis Wrather aad
Mr, and Mrs. James H. Belcher
visited Mr. -End Mrs. E. D.- Fulton
and family of Hickory Point,
Tenn.. over .the saeek-end.
Mr. and Mss. John Wilson Frost.
Louisville, spent the Thanksgiving
Holidays with Mrs. Frost's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop. They
were accompanied by Mr. Frosts
father, the Rev. W. A. Frost, Who
visited relatives in Mayfield. The
latter was for many years editor
of the Western Recorder, Baptist
periodical.
Young Mr. Frost Is
the president of the Premier Paper
Co., Louisville.
' Dr. Clenet -Ellis 'and family, of
Lexington, Ky., spent the Thanksgiving Holidays visiting friends
and relatives in the county. Doctor
EWA. a _waive ea CO:away
ty, has teen very successful in the
practice of dentistry.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Curd, publishees of the South Reporter of
Holly Springs, Miss., spent toe
Thanksgiving holiday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mc, nartr-orT8ftimrr -TQWs. it
was the former Goldie McKeel.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Jones and
daughter, Dora Jean, Detroit, are
visiting with Mr. Jones' parents,
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Jones.
Pat Morris, vice-president and
trust officer of the. National Trust
Company -in Chicago, and Mrs.
Morris and little son. Tommy,
spent the Thanksgiving eoliths s
with Mr. Morn's' parents here, Mr.
and Mrs. M. T. Morris,
Miss Mary Williams, an employee
of the state department in Frankfort, sereet Thanksgiving with her
mother, Mrs. Love Williams.
Kr. and
Mrs. Everett
Curd,
Nashville, a p ent Thanksgiving
Week-end WitiL tb.eir parents.. ML
and Mrs. J. B. Curd.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Johnson
and daughter, Folly Jo, of Amarillo, Tex., .visited Mrs. Johnson's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Williams,
north of. Murray, over the weekend.

,
Rebineon's. Tuesday to an apartment at the home of Mrs. J. D.
Rowlett where they will make their
permanent home.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jones visited
M. litnie Hubbard; Shady Mrs. Jones' sister, Mrs. Herbert
Palmer,
and Mr. Palmer in MayGrote. an instructor in the Crittenden County schools, spent thc field Sunday.
Ray Miller and Bennie Miller,
Thanksgiving holidays with het
brother and his wife here, tne Highland Park, Mich., visited their
and Mrs. Csriall Hubbard. mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.
George Miller in Harris Grove over
aerett Broach, Dallas, a-ex is the week-end. They returned to
seisez his mother, Mesa Betty Highland Park early this week.
Ill
Mrs. Jewell Witty and slaugeA=4111-..those from..Murray-who -tees_ Katis.----spent---tho- • Thasskaftv
wise present in Paducah either ing holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday or l'hursday of last Lee Outland in Brandon.
Mr.
week to hear the Rev. Frank Nor- and Mrs. Outland are Mrs. Jewell's
se, famed evangelist minister, lac- parents.
Mrs. Nettle Weatherly has returntee were the Rev. and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard, Ms. 011ie Wilson. ed from St. Louis after a several
.'dee Hurle Hubbard Mine Rubye weeks' visit with Mrs .1,..p_agurt.
Mr.,and Mrs. Lloyd Robinson
Carolyn Wilson, Miss Mildred .Veil.
Willard Davidson, assistant manharris. Mrs. Pearl Phillips, Mrs. visited their parents, Mrs. Ethel
Clint Ward, Miss Lois Farley, Mr. Bewden, and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar ager of the National Hotel, was
among those from Murray who atand Mrs. H. E. Wall, Mr. and Mrs. Robinson, over the week end.
the
Alabama-Vanderbilt
Dewey Lampkins was indisposed tended
Solon Darnell, Miss Alpha Mewith flu at his home Saturday
game in Nashville Thursday. Req.gn. and others.
Miss Alice Keys, college admin- turning, Davidson stopped over at
el.., Lois Farley spent the holifl-ason in Paducah with rela- istrative secretary who has been his home in-Camden, Tenn., for the
recuperating
in a hospital in Nash- week-end.
I., es there.
Miss Elizabeth Dumas, manager
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Cromwell ville and at harrie from a recent
visited Mr. Cromwell's parents, illness, returned to her duties at of the National Hotel here, spent
Saturday night and Sunday wan
Mr.- and Mrs. Roy Cromwell, at the college Monday morning.
Miss Clara Rimmer, critic teach- 'her mother, Mrs. Mattie Dumas, in
-.their home in Clinton over the
week-end. Cromwell is assistant er of English in the Murray Train- Paris.
ing School, and Dr. Ploy Robbins,
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus* Phillips
county agent of Calloway.
Dick Pierce spent Thanksgivieg head at the geography department spent Thursday in Paducah, whefe
of
College
returned
Murray
State
they attended the Tilghman-Mayin Union s City, Tenn.
Miss Mary Tarry visited her Sunday from Nashville after visit- field football game there.' Tilghbrother, M. T. Tarry, in Dexter ing in that city over Friday and man won 21-8. - - -Saturday.
Mrs. ace Dttmas, Dexter: -vietted
on 'Thanksgiving Day.- es --Miss 'Beene Paschall, who has
ma Winifred Keys and Miss Dot in Murray Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rye- and
been emploeed in Memphis. Tenn., Currier
were present at the
for several months, returned to Alabama-Vanderbilt football game Mrs. Mabel Phillips, Paris, took
luncheon on Thanksgiving Day
her home in Hazel last week. She in Nashville Thanksgiving Day:
will accept employment in Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Will Cane and fam- with Miss Elizabeth Dumas in
ily, formerly of tha county' and Murray. Mr. Rye was formerly
^as a. stenographer this week.
Lesuise Swanne...iestructoe now residents of Detroit, visited governor of Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wiillaans
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Ray visited
'
tea.
of'home eibnomics at -Marion High relatives in this vicinity over the
School. and Miss Lauraine Swa.iii Thanksgiving holidays. With them Mr. Ray's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Detroit, Mich..who have been visitinstructor in the Water Valley were their daughter, Mrs. Pauline W.. A. Ray in Stella on Thanks- ing the former's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Williams, north of Murlash School, returned to their Hatcher, and their son-in-law and giving Day. .
Vernon Smith, a United States ray, for the past several days left
}lane here to spend the Thanks- daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Estil Jones.
for
their home this morning. :
avails- recess with their parents, All were formerly of this ccunty. Railway Clerk, returned 'Sunday
Bob Humphreys, Mayfield, stale
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford night to his home here after - a
Mr. ,and Mrs. Robert Swann in
Mayfield
on week's run between Louisville and highway commissioner, is visitwere visitors in
College Addition.
ing ties sister, Mrs. Rue Beale, and
Indianapolis.
Miss May Etta Buchanan spent Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs, Sally Johnson and Miss ' Miss Mattie Jo Norwood took new nepheW. Julian, at the men's
the Thanksgiving week-end at the
home -of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Josephine Neale returned Sunday Thanksgiving dinner with her dormitory today.
Mrs. Norman Clapp and chile
from Detroit where they spent parents in Hardin, Mr. and Mrs.
Ve B. Buchanan. of near Key'll.
dren spent the Tnaeksgiving NettMrs. Gearge• Downie Miss Salty the Thanksgiving holidays With W. T. Norwocid.
days
in Paducah with relatives
Mrs. R. A. Myers spent ThanksBurke, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pace relatives there.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tarry and giving Day in Mayfield with her and friends: They weresaccompa. son, Joe, Jr., visited Mr. and
\lie. Wade Burke in Linville on Katie -Tarry spent the week-end husband and with, Mr. and Mrs. nied home by Mr. and Mrs. 'Allan
Bondurant for a short visit.
''sariltegivirig Day. Mr. 'Burke is with Mrs Tarry's parents, Mr. and T. D. Humphreys.
Mrs. Polly Keys and Miss WiniMr. and Mrs. :R. S. Ward are
ars. Pace's brother and is an Mrs. R. Rd. Pucatett in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Pugh, Stur- the parents of a girl baby born fred Keys left today for Paducah
etcle of Mrs. Downs and Miss
for a two days' visit with friends
gis. -spent Monday with Mr. and Sunday night.
e arks..
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cannon, there.
J. H. •ahackleford, secretary- Mrs. Curt •Jones. Eliner Reed Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Maguire re'reaeurer of the Western Dark of Golden Pond, also was a visitor Russellville. superintendent of city
schools in that city, visited Miss turned Tuesday evening from a
A1.4 Tobacco Growers Associa- Monday at the Jones home.
sn, spent the Thanksgiving hee- .Miss Lillian Watters spent the Lula Holland and other relatives , trip in Eastern Kentucky. Mr.
d ty with his parents in Nashville: week end with Katherine .and and friends bore over the Thanks- I Maguire preached at Harlan, Ky..
:on Sunday.
giving holidays.
se Shacklefords moved from their Mrs. Bondurant in Fulton.
acie C. Johnston Spent the -Wt.k -Mrs.' Bob Farley was ill aflatiiata-Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bailey spent
porary apartment at Mrs. K.
if sou hate viettons of whoa'
)4)ur Iltre not" aAtuuned, please
....port them for this ceeluinn.

ECONOMIC
PARTNERSHIP!

the week-end with his mother in 1 They reported a most enjoyable
visit.
Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pieree, BinMrs. Ora Bodkins of Wickliffe is
gen,
Wash., announce the birth of
spending ...this week_
with lacr
daughter, Mrs. Roy Stewart, and a baby girl November 18. The
young lady has been namedaBetty
Mr. Stewart.
Lou., Mrs. Pierre was Miss Ruby
Mrs. Barber McElrath has *been Swami, daughter of Mr.eand Mrs.
confined to her home with illness. Robert Swami, before her marMr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale riage.
of Memphis spent the week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Mills r
with his mother, Mrs. ,Iaok- Beats, turned from Buffalo, N. Y.. and
and sister, 'Mid& Lola Clayton Detroit this week after spending
Beale
the last four months along the
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., is con- Atlantic Seaboard. Mrs. Mills, who
fined to his home with illness. formerly was an operator in the
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner and Modern Beauty Shop here will rechildren of Bardwell spent the sume her work there. She is' a
holidays with her parents. Mr. graduate of the Moler School of
and Mrs. F. B. Outland.
Beauty Culture in Ft.. Worth, Tee.
Mrs. S. B. Tandy is the guest
R. H. Falwell, ars T. 0. Ba'uof relatives in Sebree, Ky.
en
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Berry and cum, and E. C. Jones were
businesa
little son,- Dickle. of Marion. KY.., Louisville Monday on
floTtarri. an instrucior
were
—hOliday guests 61 haa par- -M117 Julielents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Schroeder. in the.Masonic Home in Louisville,
Mrs. Ronald Chlachill is a pa- .spent the Thanksgiving holidays
tient at Mason Hospital where in Murray with her parents. Mr.
she underwent tiu operation last and Mrs. Isl. D. Holton.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. J . aa. Wells and
Mr. and Mrs. Asa vailllams ead son, Jimmie, Rahway, N. J., ere
% -Wells- -"parents, Via
aug ter, Tree& Louise of Lin- visiting NITton, Ind., and Mr. Gordon Miller and Mrs. M. R. Wells, and also
of Indianapolis. Ind., spent the his sister, Mrs. F. F. Acree, and
Thanksgiving holidays with Mr. her husband, Attorney F. F. Amt.
Miss Lucile Wells attended the
and Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft.
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn Alabama-Vanderbilt game in Nashwere dinner guests Thanksgiving ville Thanksgiving Day. She was
Day of Mr. and Mrs. Wells Over- the guest of Dr. and Mrs. J. I.
bey at the National Hotel.
aSiress, of that city. Miss Well:
ate and Mrs. Tudor Jones of came back by Hopkinsville and
Mayfield were, guests Sunday of spent Sunday with Misses Ada
Mr. and Mrs. ,C. L. Sharborough, and Fanny Boyd.
Mrs. Frank Hort returned Sun- ‘It
‘to
rill Carney was a business
day to her home in Robinson. Ind.,
after spending the past two weeks afternson. •
t
rrest Coleman
with her son, G. C..Asheraft, and
Mr. and 'Mrs:
Ashcrpft.
announce the arrival of a 9 pound
J. W. Richerson and wife, South boy horn_ November 26. The innamed Charles
Bend, Ind., who have been visit- fant has been
_ _ing their. pares:its-et eaeCurrier
attended
and Harris Gtove for the hut two
Miss Dorothy
game
,their I h e
Alabama-Vanderbilt
weeks. returned Sunday to',
Thanksgiving and spent the week
home in South Heed.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Barleett end with her brother, Tony Curspent Saturday night and Sun- arier, and his NVife, of Nashailles
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. P. Currier
day in Sedalia, visiting Mr. ancl
Mrs. Will Shankle, Mrs.
Barnett's :spent Thanksgiving with Mr. Cur..e
pai cute.
Tier's. --fatheresMr. J. •-ar: --currier;
Miss Margaret Purdotn. secretary „parise:se
Wilamsr
had as her
of the Calloway County Farm Bute
ne
l
este Saturday her brother, Mr.
reau, and tier mother, Mrs., C. he
Purdom. returned Monday from • obert Whitnel, Sr., and Mrs.
a four days' visa', with Mr. and Whence Mrs. Paul Hornpeak, Miss
velyri Hornbeak. and Mr. Hersry
Mrs. W. D. McAnally in St. Louis.

r

Balcony 19c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday
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5.
•
Whitnel, all a Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wear of
Mrs. Roberta .Humphreys Wheel- Bruceton. and Mr. 0. L. Holmes
of
Paducah,
er left Wednesday afternon for Ft..
Fort Lauderdale,. _Fla_ where she
has a position with a large drug
KENNEDY- MaiVES 'HOUSE
firm.
I
--.--,
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Gilbert were
Jack Kennedy last week mows(
called to Mayfield last Friday behis large six-room house' on sixth
cause of the illness of their seain-law, Floyd Griffin. Mr. Griffin street about 40 feet notthabf HS
is much'Improved at this time.
old locatiota Workmen this week
Mrs. J. 0. Atkinson., or Martin. have been busy changing tne water
Tenn., was the guest Wednesday main distributaries to conjugal
of her mother, Mrs. C. B. Fultue, proximity with the newer locaticsn.
and Mr. Fulton.
Kennedy said he moved his house
Misses Emily and Oneida Wear so that he would have more room
had as their guests last week-end on the lot for such other enterMrs. Zula Cobb Lawrence mei prises as he may deem worthy of
Mrs. Virginia Mother of Paducah, his industry.

I

1

New -Low Prices
on

NEWSPAPER
CUTS
We are glad to announce sensational, new low
prices on newspaper cuts. Reductions ruCas high
as 40 per cent ove'r old prices.
Candidates or any others wishing newspaper
tats for any purpolk-will save money by plaang
their order with—

The Ledger_84 Times
the picture submitted, the
isThe betterbetter
the cut"

CA PITO LI,

TODAY and FRIDAY

SATURDAY

R0VID11.1 GAY

253 GIRLS MISSING .COR SLAIN

tat
(

as two modern
romantics (and
Ossified Oscar)
demonstrate how
to "Live, Love and
Learn!" It's the
Year's Dizziest
Laugh Riot!

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

foto

se_

'TAXI' GAL RACKET EXPOSED I
A111r
)
IP
101 Cf A
1
1

DON

TERRY
JACQUELINE WELLS
11AVWORTM- •• ARTHUR IS1FT • PAUL f!I
ScEeettharlo Robert E. Sent s Directed WC' ,C0tESIA11.
s L,C)AUm191* PiClioRE

tilt

4!

TUESDAY and WED"'

IMIONTGO

11,1111(
ND

.RLikvbsELL

"ALL AV

ROZZIT

BENCHLEY
t„.0.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway is a money producer
and a money spender in every county, town and city it serves— it is, the
economic partner of every business and every community on its line., •

THE

DIXIE
LINE

In 1937 it has paid, or will pay, to Calloway County and the towns of
Murray and Hazel, $4,791.49 in taxes. Go to your public tax books to find
out just what competing trucks and buses pay. Is it to be your — the great
Public's— policy to support those who support your local government
through taxes — or those who contribute little or no taxes to help support
your local government?
In 1937 the NC&StL's payroll in Calloway County has been and will be
approximately 923,088.00. Its total 1937 payroll for the system will be
approximately $8,975,000.00. Do you business men value this payroll —
cash mkid Twice each month?

•

SUNDAY and MONDAY'

•

Will you do your part to support the Company which helps support
your business?

"Hello, Folk's! Hurry
over to the maddest,
merriest whirl since
'Theodora'ran wild:"

In 1937 the NC&StL has bought, or will buy, $4,677,000.00 worth of
equipment, materials and services — coal, cement, brick, roofing, iron, steel,
Oil, gasoline, paper, foodstuffs, water, electric, telephone and telegraph
service, et cetera. These purchases are paid for in cash currently, and aid
the economic welfare of the territory the NC&StL serves.
If the NC&StL is to continue to be a worthwhile economic partner,
if it is to spend more dollars to keep the wheels of business moving, it
must have more patronage.

'Yea-a-a Man! It's a
coined, sockeroo tha
menU make you hoh
your:aching sides:'

What monies the NC&StL takes in it promptly. spends'to help all of
you — will you not aid your oviii community and yourselves by buying
more transportation from this longtime public servant?
The NC&StL asks added public support on its record-pat Sind

•

present. r'

•

THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & St. LOUIS RAILWAY
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$300 In Merchandise to Be Auctioned Farm Committee
At Ryan's Golden Buck Sale Jan. 24 Announces Dates
For Soil Meetings
:.„i
_
m ••
Beginning tomorrow

-

Spring Creek School
High School Z. Carter Gains
--Honor Roll
Position
Higher
Iven Thompson
This is the fifteenth week 'if
First grade, James Johnson:
Neb.
School, every body is wurking har
Hastings,
ands grade, - Bettis - 3-, --Drtnit'lrellIn
thira
getting ready for the examinagrade,
Geneva, -14-

Only 18 More Shopping Days Till Christmas!I Faxon

tions.
ot:
.o. s
Zelna Carter, native of this fourth grade, •Cherles Lewis '•
Save ssa:
Several students are absent on
The Count:. Ac.i'cultural Corneiss, 7..
and until last summer ny, Anna Louise Williams, Rot.'t•t'
are saisame. aa
county,
.
,,..pot
„lee
with County
account of work and illness.
connected with the Murray Post Lee Crouse, Mary Julia Swift. ma
purchased a ill: inaels. • So,
progressing
is
building
-completed
The new
'mIT
• 4!
soursea. oanr f4C:'
Office, has received another pro- Sybil Oglesby; sixth grade, H '
for Ow
nicely. We hope it will be ready
Drinkard,
friends. becaiee all bid, at •••.,• plan, and date i-chtolules
motion with an additional raise In Fulton. Imogene
Christmas.
after
grades
1938.-Agriculthe
for
ArinsIssnas. os'ith
aurtion must be made well as a explanation of the
salary in the postoffice inspection
and
stoves
new
three
theto:
have
rogramr
We
'Sue
-K.elsyn
-tvatirts
it:lin:ion.
paid -TVir in Golden Thisr•:;--7 -FOS: Tiir.4 -05is
field. He is being transferred to
county. it
several new tables.
Pupils who were neitoer
Basting. Neb., according to a
titer details will be gladiy expia 9- proci,:‘-ers of Calloway
a
on
working
are
seniors
morning.
The
this
title
nor tardy during the fifth im
ed at • the -atate--Ftyaria-Qualoy 'a as
ter received by Murray friends.
play that will be given at a later
The :ctlecittle of meetings follows:
.
merchandise s.nee 1380.
Jimmie, as he was popularly of school are as 'follows: TomttlY
date.
up
Hazel_ December 6. 7 p. m ; Lynn
on
right
going
Wilson, Water Crouse, T. D. Wilcalled here, is
The elementary grades gave a
December 7. 711 in.: Back•
government ladder and the son, Betty June Cunningham, Betthe
before
prograni
m.;
Thanksgiving
good
usbui g. December 7. 1:30 p.
folks here are glad to see him find ty June Drinkard. Eva M. Was'',
a large crowd last Wednesday
Kirkscy. December 8. 7 p. ma Pasthe success that he is entitled to Margaret Williams, Anna 1 , [.
sponwas
program
The,
iii.:
evening.
p.
1:30
8.
chall. December
He was cne of the outstanding Williams. and Robbie Crouse,
MorMrs.
teachers,
the
by
sored
Blakem,;
p.
'7
9,
December
7
-Alma
men of the testes and was
ris and Misses Walston and Rogers. young
the William ly. December 9. 1:30 p. in.: Faxon.
Pence', atlin.ttcd
leader in both church and Civic
and Mrs. Walston. The primary a
Mastm• Memorial Hospital during December 10. 7 p. m.; Murray. DeThe 1937 edition of the Sock and
He - not' only earned
room - gave--a Mother- Goose-playthe past week:
cernber 11. 1:30 p. m.. and Con-rn Club will present a----3-letift
but attended
salary
his
actRoberts
with Betty Frances
Murray: Petry cord. December 13. at 7-p. tio- 'W. H.
on the side until he graduated. comedy, "Leave it to Psmith," on
here
Misses
Little
Goose.
Mother
as
ing
Dumas (col l. Murray: Lindel
The farm outlook for 1938s.4:1in addition to these duties he Tueday. December 14. The cast of
Jeanette Walston and :Nell Adams and
Blakely. Martin; Bertha Teague fsrmation'furnished by the casenty
found time to be in all the local 18 persons includes a number of
Mullet.
Miss
and
Peep
Bo
Travis'
in
acted
Cleo
given
Tenn.:
be
Pa,ris.
will
ictil
agent's office said,
that were staged. and served new club mealtabers.
The intermediate grades gave plays
Ferguson. Hymen: Mrs. J. E. connection with the explanation
Sunday School superintendent
songs and dialogues, while fifth as
Mayer, Murray: W. W7 Paschall of the 1938 prugrarn. Twenty per
several terms.
and sixth grades gave a Thanks- for
Murray; Mrs. Arnoi E. Cravens. cent of the predircers in the. cotinSince going to Norfolk. Neb., last
Pageant- Cottage tart se. term. ah'arrre
ty Who-have TiiTett trromPty wrar
sunune
'First And Second Grades
liditchum. Paris. Tenn MINS Looney the 1937 program • are telling the
Our services. nelode the
way into the social circles of
The first and second grades are their
Paris. Tenn.: Miss Mary county committee that they failed
BOothe.
U.
am-0
exclusive
the town. Mrs. Carter, who wes
use of an
work
school
regular
their
at
back
City.
Ettlfh Fowler. Central
because they did not understand
popular here where she was also
butane., never used in
again.
Patients dismissed during the the- program. They did not know
.civic promoter as well as a
play.
connection oith funerour
on
practice
to
liked
We
their
past week:
Therefore,
provisions.
its in the city high school for
als. and is subject to
but are glad to have all our after- teacher
Joe Leslie Cathcart,-Hymo_n: Mrs. cropping ss•sterns were out of step
a number of years. was admitted
noon less:ins once more.
your call at any time.
R. R. Meloan, Murray: Reuben with the county conservation prothe Woman's Club, given
,
We have several new library into
Spencer Bell, Pans, Terotri__IsSrs, gr,gm.
das or night, at very
in several of the social
membership
this
reading
busy
are
books and
Natural Cedar Tree s,
Jewel TraWick. Murray: Linde!
Speaking few the committee.
reasonable prices, and
organizations and has been graFinH.
week_
W.
Blakely. Ma'rtin, Tenn;
in
County Agent Cochran urged every
alaays in the hands of
ciously entertained -on several, oc- sprayed and decorated
last
for
roll
honor
grade
Sena
First
Miclyeta
Willie
Uwe
ney.
of
Murray;
producer to attend one
in her Nebraska home. As silver white, including at-courteous and paperweek was as follows: Gerald Hol- casions
ton: Miss Lola Spaulding. Paris, Meetings in iirder to get the adfarewell courtesy to them, bo'll tifkial snow, and tree lights
We
drivers.
ienced
land, Imogene Outland. Joe Wayne a
Tenn.; Patry- Dumas -icolk. Murray. vane.. informatLn til• plan his crop
Mrs. Carter were the
obey all the laws of the
Darnell, Julia Ann Holland, Elms Mr. and
adequately in 108: In this manguests at a dinner-bridge attached, ready to set up.
1
state board in the opDean Henslee, Joe Donald Dyer, honor
ner he can aVilfd being out eit
Any size you may wantone of their clubs dura
Sue Adams, Earl Tucker, and Bob- given by Thanksgiving. season.
eration of our ambucompliance When the supervksor
the
ing
priced reasonable.
Tucker.
by
lance.
checks his farm in the fall of 1938,
rapid
making
are
too,
, The twins,
Cochran said.
We setstr
--eirpress-enar strides in their se-hooT aitiFk and
•.
in reading
•
Wefriends.
to
many
our
. Mettle Carolyn has an enthanks
.Litge
e
Hog 1il1iñg Was in progress thSincerely,
Ben Hopkins, Ronald Thompson.
dance
ORDER
YOUR
solo
a
LEAVE
do
to
gagement
to es and neighbors who 'Were 30
cold
fine
vck
the
during
past
Kenith Joyce, Christine Williams.
Theatre this week.
and
loyal to ea during, the
weath
NOW
s'
Jack Roberts, Franklih Brandun, the Granada
plan
arid, the children
death .if our beloted wife., and
Mr. _altd Mrs. Holton Byars
,
Glen Roberts, Betty Roberts. and Mrs. Carter
The
ther ,We also extend our
to spend the summer in Murray.
Miss Ethel Mae - Paschall. sp.e- moved to Miss Eth.ey Paschall's
:Stable Colson.
thanks to Mr. and 'Mrs. Ronold snr of the seventh and eighth place for a short period while Record This Year is OutJ. H. Churchill
Those spelling every work in
Chart Mil. Mr. Max Churehell
Dr, Charles Hire, head of the
grades. he/bored-- her pupils with a sating to get poeaeSion for ins standing One; Far Exceeds spelling were: Ben Hopkins...Ronald
Funeral Home
e
bea
'ChurOlal.11..,foroth
sikalah.
denartinent _qf physical science at
Mrs D._ J. Wilwith
future hume.
Christine
doyce,
Kenith
Thompson.
.
That of -Opponents
Telephone 7
_song he s.mg 13i7ii-T. K.• F. Greg- Part
o'clv ek pl son.
eri:Nci
e• four to sevig
m
-d-Muguim
n4. I3r'Th
2
Williams. Jack Roberts. Franklin Murray State College, will address
ory. Bro. H. L Thunhan and all
The health _demonstration gven
Betty Roberts. Mable the annual meeting of the AmeriBrandon.
Murray. Ky.
rn_ in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
ed:.P
•rip
re
totIgre
da
'
ne --u
2..
.7.10
8ssa
_ear)
others who so- kindly assisted in ra,.t y •••• E%p
MONS
Colson. and Ralph, Harris.
HARDIN-SIM
can Association for the Advancelour - hours of sorrow and grief. We resew, paenses
A prize was Byars last Tuesday night was very
Fifth and Sixth Grades
ment of Science some time during
IS LISTED FOR 1938
who
Phone 323 '
b
enjoyed
was
dressed
and
that
instructive
the',eouple
niceawarded
ll'al
progressing
sgat
is
school
th'be
Our
J ai's° thank
of December 27-January
the
i cfferings.
all present. A delicious supp.!.
• .
ly after our program we ,gave last 1 at Indianapolis, Ind.
Fourth Street
North
SIAA
the
for
leader
A 1938
c.,(
j May heaven's ricriest b'..,,,trls 31
..:%:‘-t;n1gikeprtihzesri
11
1ns.,x 111
..7.
4
.
was served by Mr. Dudley at.i
Wednesday night, November .24
champion Murray State College We have got back to our classes
24-PHONEL-25
I be with every one is our prayer Steele and Mary -Ellen Brandoa Mr. Pickard of Paris. Tenn.
-Lilburn • Rasburn and fan'1 iy Will Fravek 'had on' a big Rile-vim
li
.The weather Thursday. Thank,- Thoroughbreds will be electel at and all are working hard for next
I
hat, white collar and cuffs. anu giving day, wasn't very pleasant the team's annual football banquet week is test week.
Gallon Black .Walnuts or
silver buckles cr. his shoes. Mars It wns a busy day 'with mze.y i tells Hall. Friday evening. ac•
We will then receive our grade
10c
Hickory Nuts
wnriouneerrients by re- cards
bract-Mess --and- a
la working hard while others-cording-wore .a
, for the forth month" eT
Gallon Vilnesap Apples _
black cape trimmed in white. , •ete visiting and having a nice tiring captain Elmer Cochran, of school. We are sorry to lose one
.
ead Paducah.
Fancy Washington Apples.
of one schoolmates, Porter Blaknev.
When all ,the guests • arrived tiine celebrating the grand
i
The banquet will bring to a close
reports of guns were
_2aesta_Mie
Monday morning we received
Dozen
Miss Paschall day. The
in
year
this
far
activities
football
fields
and
eight new books for bur library.
' those sales for the games. The hereid over the woodland
Fancy Florida Oranges.
..........53c
---anThoroughbreds
The
Murray.
•
most all..clay.
We also received new curtains for
, 10-pound CLOTH BAG SUGAR
'211c to,25e i ,. „ems. Baptist sludess :_ sinign , is names for the sides were Bradford
Dozen
Mr. and Mrs.,Commodore Jahn& nexed their second SIAA chain- our library shelves.-Ruby Miller.
25c
arid Delaware. The leader for the
•
CORN
3 cans COUNTRY GENTLEMAN
Good Home Dried Apples. lb. lec ithe coariectidt link between the Bradford; Was- Ha Grey Nesbitt, and eraldren. Ernest R. Loretta pionship ha football in five years
Sports
defeated Tenthis
they
season
a.s
Thursday
spent
Ann
nia
out
put
and.Lave
Cardinals
Faxon
The
5c
: eellelli' and the local church., unl- for the . Delawares Martha Myers.
Grapefruit, largest 5 Pinks,
Can VAN CAMP SPAGHETTI
?lessee Tech. 21-0: Middle Ten- a hard fight to top the Almo
i tying all the voluntary religlius• Each game wQn counted a certain with 'Mr..•J:ii nes' parents. Mr. and
ti for
nessee. 21-14; Mississippi- College, White and Black Warriors, with a
family.
and
15c
Dick
Jones,
Mrs.
PEAS
POIS
last
the
...activity of',Baptist students on a eumber.. of points. . When
,,No. 2 can PETIT
Blue Box Supersets. TWO lee•
Willie Baker finished gathering 43-0: Union University, 21-0, West score of 20-17. It was a close
1 local campus and Baseast students game , was played the Delawares
22c
_ 21e
Wednesday of last week. Tennessee. 19-0; Morehead. 32-8; game all the way through. Faxon
corn
boxes and caka
50-oz. can Campbell's TOMATO JUICE .
win.
to
onesthe
were
'
i throughout the• South - This was
Arthur Rogers, happened to a and tied Western 7-7. They won 'made 4 points in the first minute
A boat or Cup and Saucer Free '
by
10c
,Reireshments were servedi the answer Ralph Churchill. stu14 oz. TOMATO CATSUP
painful accident MoncraY' of last over Ouachita. 27-7. and Wisconsin and led throughout the game.
a ith Snow Kilts, Baking
_.; dent secretary. gave when waged some of the seventh and eighth week when a cow hooked Kim -in 'State Teachers. 26-4, and. lost to
The second team also wou• by a
18c
pupils
grade
Qt. SOUR PICKLES
and Miss Paschall' the eye. We're glad to learn the Hardin-Simmons 21-0 outside the score of 25-18.
•
Powder
24° the purliciee of the Baptist Stildent
•
Aftet the refreshments. they had sieht of Mr. Ragers' eye was- um:A- c_nference.
here
games
two
Union on the carnpus.
.be
will
There
20c
'ac pkg. Grapennt Flakes Free
ille•pa esaaisetball games... karst.oval_
Dozen FANCY ORANGES
During the season, the Thorough- next Wednesdays night. December
la.-tit Mr. Rogers - was canted - to
:- -Any stiident is aidenriatically-a"
lth 3 Pail Toasties
gatne betwelen the boys. The the' hospital were several stitches. breds, neade '159 first downs to
,26c
Concord.
with
18,
a
when
RICE KRISPIES, I PEP
tais
of
(irganization
2
member
:
*""
sc.:re was.13-9. The'second • game'
-n Ripe Bananas.,
their °pigments 63. for an average
Everybody 'is invited to came,
he • joinsany cf _the organizations the girls played the boys. The werie taken in the eye lid..
10c
to
compared
as
per
game
15.9
.of
came
'12c
to
GRITS
10c
Paducah,
•
Orejs Key. of
HOMINY
en
since it is expected i to be the
of the local cnurct. as the Sunday bbys won 4-I.. •
h:me last Wednesday to be wait their oppositions' 8.3. The Mur- best game of the season.
y's 1-lb. Cocoa and half
4c
School class 8VP-t: or the i YWA. ''•ses invited • the High School his parents, Mt. and Mrs. Otre ray team did not play a game that
TOILET SOAP
There will be two games here
- .Antal& and Recipe
•-7It offers." says Mr. ChurchilL teachers, but . only two honored Key, and son. Lowell for Thanks- they were not leading their op- Friday nights December 10, with
4c
2 0. K, WASHING POWDERS
25e "to all •Baptist students an attract- them, by coining. Mr. James and L giving' slay. Ortis' spent the rest ponent in first downs when the Beelerton. r axon went to Beeler.
-final gun %au-tided. Coach Stewart's ton early in the season and lost
27c
12 1-24:,ive program iir reO.tious. activity. D. Miller.. Only one high -school of the week,' with home folks. .
lb. ,
SOAP
IVORY
med.
2
and
2 large
student was present. Carlos Ste_iiie.
Mr. aAd Mn, Eurie Kuykentiall coharts gained 3390 yards from by the close score of l'e-i6.
,3e ,l promotes spuntual development and
90c
Reporter. Martha Myers '
10 lbs. MORTON'S SALT
attended i the funeral i srvices for scrimmage with 1199 yards gained
throt:
,
I;
1
,r_t
Bible
',rs's.
s
_
ned
growth
I
lbs. bulk'9r I
by their opponents. This gist's
Clint Jones, of Jones Mill.
10c
MEAL
1 study. prayer. and paatieepatiOn in
lbs.
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FOOD MARKET

i

WANTED

FURS AND
RABBITS

. We Pay the Most!
•
J. T. Wallis & Son

FREE
_ -- XMAS GIFTS At
)rodUce Co.
LERMAN'S
13th St.
•
$60 RCA Victor Radio.
-RIDAY and •
RDAY
3 and 4

$22.50 RCA Victor
Radio.
16c

-17c
ket Price for
,nd Eggs
0

4 Sets 14-pc:Tableware

All

to he *warded Fourth
Menday. Dec. 27
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,44,4111.44"411641,4V-.
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YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
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Special for Christmas:
iv.
- 4
x .One (8x 10) and four (3x4) photo. $4.00 %
70: graphs in folders

1114
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LOVE'S STUDIO

•

4
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itosioex'AfilitkidiON A%iigriiiiiilliiiiiMiON0X6lir6.'
Phone 92-J for Appointment-North Foutth St.

THE BEST OF FOODS IS ECONOMY
5c
Fresh Cocoanuts, each
10c
doz.
nice
yellow
fancies,
Bananas,
10c
Winesap Apples, galion
15c
Oranges, nice and juicy, doz
38c
Meal, Jersey Cream, half bu
16c
Meal, Jersey Cream, 10 lbs.
10c
Tomato Catchup, 14-oz. bottle . .
Tomato Catchup, 14 oz. Beechnut .19c,
Grape Fruit Juice, Topmost,
25c
No.2 cans,2 for
23c
Tomato Juice, Campbell's, 3 for'
That Good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c
5c
Spaghetti, Van Camp's, can . .
23c
Red Kidney Beans, No. 2 can, 3 for
13c
Dry Salt Meat, lb.
Peaches, No. 2V2 can, Red Robe,
in heavy syrup, 2 for'.,.......:35e
15c
Cherrigs, No. 2 can Red Robe

MEAT MARKET
Choice Cuts from Armour's Branded
Beef
15c
"Half lb. pkg. Link Sausage
32c
Bacon, Dexter Brand, lb.
Lamb, Brains, Oysters.
Will PAY 30c doz. in trade for EGGS
We Deliver
Phone 37
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arsity Opens Cage
HONOR ROLL
Practice November 29

Volume CV; No. 48
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HOLIDAY SEAL SALE Business Recession Just
Before New Spurt Ford
STARTS IN COUNTY

Avers

Keep An Eye Open
For Mad Dogs! Ask
Lavons' Workers

Murray's Tigers
Whip Grove High
7-6 in Last Game

•
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other Championship
ford Baker, Birmingham; Bob Noel,
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losis got into full swing here this back; it's the pause before another avariciousness that would Control
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week with Dr. J. A. Outland and climb. Two things helped to bring every
IS SUCCESSFUL ONE
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had centered around the sub.l ained he had no over'
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The morning servrtie is at 10-a0
and we confidently set our hands
Sunday in the absence of the
tur, Ill.; George Bland, Cairo. Ill.;
ing!
7:15.
at
serviOe
evening
the
and
levies.
excise
automotive
other
and
to greater things in the coming
Reverend Mr. Martin.
Walter Murray. Horse Cave; Bill
—Edward Freeman
Our children and -young people
year. We have but one interest W. F. Gardner. 'chairman of the
MURRAY, KEN
Carneal, Barlow: Elbert PenceIndustries meet at 6:30 p. m.
Petroleum
Kentucky
teach
to
is
Bible,
that
"The
and
baker. Cunningham; Robert Brown,
It Pays to Read the Clamineas
J. Mack J.en.kins. pastor
today.
declared
Committee,
and
Bible
but
whole
nothing
the
It Pays to Read the Classifieds,
Cobb; Ralph Love, Danville; Joe
the Bible."
Some further observations will
be made next Lord's day on the
story. of The Rich Man and Laza••••-••41HINI•••••••••41.14.464,
•
•
rus.
"The Impotent Man at the Pool
of Bethaegla" will be the topic at
Why pay rent for
the evening service.
The public is invited to attend
home when the
a
our services.
C. L. Francis. minister

Agents Listen to
Meeting Lectures

e a,
in

year In Calloway.
$1.00Marshall,
•
Graves, Hen17 and Stewart Counties.
150 a year elsewhere IS
$.
Lbe State of KenindliK
t9
a year to any addreria
V"•`"lother than above.

Correspondents and local advertisers who got -their copy in by
Monday:—
Murray Loose Leaf Floor
Churchill Funeral trome
Murray_ Milk._ Rsaducts Co.
Murray Lumber Co.
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
H. B. Bailey
Dutch's Shoe Shop
Calloway Co. Lumber Co.
Lerman Bros.
National Stores
Cedar Knob News
ole's Cam • Ground
Freeland 'ews
Capitol Theatre
Love's Studio
New Concord Milling Co.
New Concord School News
Vancleave Schosi
Almo High School
First Baptist Church
Mallory School Notes
"Eagle"
Jones Mill News
Sycamore Center
Puryear Route 3

Persons Injured
In Brazil Wreck
Are Brought Here

1
I

Tigers Begin Net
Practice Monday

New-Wedded Duo
Have Auto Wreck

December Song

To Show Tobacco

Rev. S. P. Martin
Aids at Porter
Memorial Day

You'Will Find

EXCLUSIVE FLOW

NEW CONCORD MI'

NANA

mo.gr.Aait

MAMA/SOMA WA MAMA MA WON MO AAA Wft!VA!telg.

-

DRINK MILK
DAILY

same payments can

FORA
•
•

Paschalls Bring .
in First Tobacco

BALANCED

be for your OWN
home? Let us explain in full the

Quitman and Houston Paschall.
brothers who live on a Hazel rural
route, were the first persons to
bring tobacco to a local floor in
Murray. Quitman Friday brought
pounds of dark and
in about
light tobacco to the loose -floor of
Bunnie Farris. and Houston folwith
lowed
on Saturday
him
around 600 pounds.
Farris said the tobacco was In
good condition and was of good
quality. Other floors did not report having received any tobacco.
It is expected the market will
open about January 1.

DIET

easy

for OtIr bones and teeth, lzotit quite recently scienhave shown that it is necessary
tific investigations.

ARMY REOPENS RECRUITING
OFFICE IN BOWLING GREEN

11 of the body .functions. Food lime is
,
for nearly !!
ftot found very abundantly in most foods and un-

The Under, States Army, on November 29 reopened its Recruiting
Office in the PaarsOffire Building
at Bowling Green for the first
time since 1925. It will examine
and accept applicants for the army
•
Sergeant Pete .J. Herlevic, of the
68th Field Artillery, Fort 'Knox,
whl be in charge of the office.
All applicants, Herlevic' said,
character. ft.
:
must be of goad
from communicable diseases. single IR
and without dependents,.and with
• • Whether you're planning to remodel one room or build a home,
at least an eighth grade educaWe have. men who will
to come to our office for a free estimate.
tion to be acceptable.
you plan your work with absolutely no obligation on your part.
•
)

There's plenty of time yet for you to make plans and beg
home before Christmas. Why delay any longer . . . buil
own home now through FHAeasy way plans.

less we-include at least a pint of milk each day in
our diet it is very likely to be liking in amounts
sufficient for body needs.

tik

of

ownting your own
•
•
home!

1.800

Food lime, or calcium as it is more properly called, must be in our foods. We not only require it

,details

OK
II!

Foryour daily milk, let us deliver at your door
each morning our rich, Pure, Pasteurized milk in
sanitary bottles.

s Building or Repairing • •.

Insist on Sunburst Pasteurized Milk for
Health and Safety

4

i

Don't

Discard Your . . .

WHITE SHOES
My dying service makes
them the proper shade.
•
GILDING . . . SILVERING
DYES. . . DRESSING
•

Sunshine Vitamin Pasteurized Products

Murray Milk Products Co.

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

Telephone 191
•

East Maple Street

MURRAY LUMBER.

•

MURRAY,

DEPOT STREET

Quality Lumber Products, Low Cost Contracting, C
Building Supplies
rtbViiiiMitiliMONOPPOCOOMONITCOMMOOtiNi
•
•
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W. T. Morris and family.
1 of syphilitic babies.
his friend. John -Edwin Lax.
are above and beyond estimation levary business man should coaMisses Arnie, Erie, and Way
ti:as thoughtfully and have cause
Brent Williams and Miss Eva
.1, To find this. syphilis and to teeset it ternused dollars and genes
it se that it will not be coneMae Williams have purchased a Orr. are visiting this week _witu
With the begineing of the cur- to rejoice that -the Saturtay Evens
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ore
Howdy folks and people! I hope. new guitar.
!Muni-cable would result in reduc- rent year an intensive coopetative Mg Post announces in a fullaarige
Coniolidation of The Mureity Ledger, The Celloway lams:, and The ing by half, at least, the numtier campaign for the control of syphilis apace that the October 30 issue everyone is feeling line these cool
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Cook and
Sweet Pea, I want ycu' to tell
Times-Herald, October 20,, 1928.
i of syphilitic babies brought into In the: country was inaugurated by WA, the largest in years. The Post nights and days. Aunt Cindy feels me- what the riddle is: a is car- Donnie Paectiall have all ot. their
Published by The Calloway
Cornwes Inc.
the . world, either dead at birth or the United States Public Health anauancement says. -The October as good as she °ever did. It has ried to the table and cut' but never tobacco down and ready for stripNorth Fourth Street. Murray, Kentucky
! doomed to live blind or ertplted Service, the varisus State and local 30 issue, 1937, carried the largest been snowing down in Freelahd eaten. Be sure and tell me what ing.
Sam Paschall is on the sick. it,
throughout life.
Surely promo- health departments and the medi- volume of advertising since the Town. I hope everyone bed a it is.
R. R %skim and John S. Neal
Publishers
Miss Ernestine Page - -of
•
_
. tem. t11 such. a result is_ eennitele cal prefession. Already this cern- assee of September 13_ 1931." Yes. nice Thanksgiving dinner.
house and Mid
the
inte
ran
Billy
John.S.. Neal
Editor and Advertising Manages ' more important than the slight paign is beginning to show re- sir as long as American manufacMr. and Mrs. Albert Terror his mother there was a bear in Mill. is visiting Mies Thelma P3gIt
intlinieseesnt
personal 'liberty sults.
Comparing the last six tursrs are willing to spend 118,109 and Mr. and Mrs. Will Wainscott the Yard. The mother repotted, Of Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. C. 4. Paschall has purchased
I which enactment . of the proposed months of 1936 with the first tIX and more a page to advertise their were Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. "Billy, go upstairs and tell God
' legislation might involve.
months of 1937, we find in Ken- wares to eppr:ximately 3,000.00e Wainscotta sister, Mrs. Daisy Wil- to forgive you for telling a story. a new Aladin lamp. Come up. Old
peeple, you. can be pretty confident liams of Macedonia. Her sister That is onlyea dog in our yard." 'Maid, and work by a
light.
The second objecaon, that of ex- tucky:
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pesehall and
1936
1937 that everything will turn out and brother-in-law and some of When Billy came down from upNATIONAL EDITORIAL pense, is . equally without solid
Nannie
Mrs.
Paschall
And
what
is
true of the their friends from Centerville, stairs his mother said:, "Billy did
visited Mr.
2.935 5,481 all right.
ASSOCIATION foundation in fact. The large life New Cases Syphilis
Post is substantially true of the Tenn., were also present. After- you tell God to fit
Number of Treat-give you'." and Mrs. Sam Paschall and tam- ,
93 5
a insurance companies, whieh have
ily,
Sunday.
other
leading
magazines
and
news47
574
ments
In
Office)
24
077
noon guests were Cleve Lax and "Yes, and 11 said to over look it.
Sfor several years beep ()tering to
Mr. and Mrs Hope Key and
papers in the United States.
son, John Edwin, and Mrs. Terinie he thought it was too," .reptied
1 their policy hslders free periodic. _Blood Tests for
Mr. and Mrs. One Caldwell of
JAALAIT l•
1,
Duncan,
all of Macedonia.
4
S3Phtih
Billy,
physical examinations, art a =it
With the new proposea lowered
Murray- visited mr._
See you-aegrweer-tieso figures include only the surplus ax bilFIn -Congress and
Miss. -re We Williams. Opent
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentueityeas second Class mail matte; in ertelii-g MT such exarialnations,.
Page of Jones Mill, Sunday.
-Aunt Cindy..
togethee with the treatments which work done by eealth.Beneettnents• apparently no expressed opposition Saturday algae with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Othel
Subscription Rates:-1n First Congressional District and Henry and follow, have resulted in adding While no definite data is available to it by the President, it is a high Willie Simmons of Macedonia.
have purchased a new radio
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere. $2.08. several years to the lives of the at this time, it is safe to asstime sign that big business will take
Mrs. Linda Simmons is spending
Mrs. Beckie Paschall and Mildred
Advertising Rates and Information about Galloway County market persons examined. Certainly no that private practitianers are treat- heed, and business will forge a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
Nance spent Thanksgiving Dia at
person able to pay should object ing more cases of syphilis today ahead. There is na cause for wor- Timmon Lamb of New Providence.
furnished upon ,pplication.
the home of Alas. I C. Griesi.
_
to the cost of an examination which than they ever did before. The ry.
Speight Williams of Macedonia
They reported Mrs Greppee aiati
spent Wednesday night and Therathe misinformed. It would be to' will pr.tect himself -and those met important point is that about twice
is still 'unimproved. We !lupe for
holds dearest against a terrible . as much syphilis Was found and
Well, this writin bun
day night with his uncle aunt, and
much to hope otherwise. And, no diseeee. freedom from which can 'sated during,
_
•n t stay very
ow aga n, •u
ns,
. and Ma Benne
'
WilAs news is scarce I will ring off
doubt. the objections raised vein be definitely determined only by of 1937 as in the last six months of
liams and sons. J. C. and Ronald long.
for
this
time.
So long—Happy
such an examination. For those 1936.
Mr. and Mrs, Oman Paschall Jack.
Mason of near Blood River.
be based chiefly on two points:
who cannot afford to pay for privThe experiences of the SeanceMr, and Mrs, Rudolph Key and
"Infringement on personal liberty"
Hello
Miss
Frances
renter
:1
ate examinations by competent naviao countries and other EuroEvery parent and teacher should
daughter. Dorothy Love were SunFrom Bulletin of the Dep.( tment i and "Unnecessary expense to the and understanding family phye- pean nations show esnclusively
Murray Route 3! The Macedonians
lt Pays to Read the Mosinee%
be vitally interested in all the facday dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
of Health t
looking
you
forward
to
seeing
are
cians, there are now available in that syphilis can be controlled tors which have to do with the
I individual and to the State."
For many years past respor.s- 1 No exhaustive anatysis cf tee this State public agencies which. when people recognize the nature maintenance of the health of the at the old schoolhouse In about
tisSo weeks. There will be a prowhencalolf
edthu
epon Ina stuhceh scases
ibility for public health in Kepestfirst objection should be required or
e?. of the disease and attack it openly school child.
gramaon Friday or Saturnay night.
tucky
has rested, by statute. I to show its utter groundlessnom will make the examination free of and intelligently
Only a few
Not the least important of these
squarely upea the shouiflers of ; In the United States today are ale charge.
years ago 8.000 new cases of syph- factors is e "sweet reasonable-- We will let you know in time
But what, the unthinking_ object-,ilis were reported in Sweden an- ness" on the part of adults with far you to walk down here, len
the medical profession of the aproximately one million _potential
• Glasaea- Fitted
State. The latest evidence of the ' mothers who have syphilis. Tviencost
nually; last year only 431 new whom the child is brought in sure you' ,can find some freala
-ass aa
faithfulness with which this oblige- 1 ty thousand of these 'are In Ken- Of course, there will be some ad- cases were reported. In Great contact in the home and in the meat'
Work done at reasonable
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons and
tion has been and is being dis- i tucky.'Last year sixty thousand ditional expense to the. taxpayer Britain in response to a nauohal classiaom. Parents and teachers
•
charge(' is to be found in the ac- 1 syphilitic babies were born in the as a result of the proposed legis- campaign, the prevalence of syph- who permit themselves to be cross daughter, Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
Estimates
on
tion of the Kentucky State Medical , United States. One tteusand or lation. More test nese; will be ilis decreased 50 per cent from and irritable in the presence of Williams and daughter. Eron Larue
work
mailed
to us:
LENSES
or
Kis
- ociatich in sponsoring legisla- more of these are in Kentucky. requited in the laboretories and 1920' to 1934. Denmark and Nor- ehildree produce a- tense, unhappy and Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Oebron t
All work guaranteed
tion toe make freedom from vener- i Fully as many syphilitic babies more technicians will be needed to way report rilarly successful ex- environment in which children do and -.son Bobbie Itree-,-Were The
FRAMES
Thanksgiving dinner guests of Mr.
eal diseases a prerequisite to mar-1 were born dead. More than toat. run the tests. At best, this addi- periences.
not, thrive.
and
Mrs.
linuas
Mitchell
and
ctulrange. 'At its annual meeting in one-third of the syphilitic babies tional expense will ns t amount. to
The ace
plishrnents of EuroAs' for the children themselves,
airen. Decy. Clifton. and Maley
• Duplicated
Richmcind, in September. the As- ' born alive will probably be blind- More, than a few thousand dollars pean natt s and the encouraging over-fatigue
.
and late
bedtimes
through
its
Inc
a
year.
lew
House of'
And what are a
thou- progress ade in the United States lower resistance to infections, re- Elizabeth of Macedonia.
1 -ed. partially or completely. by
sociation
john'
Everett
Williams
of
Frog
Kentucky
Delegates, unanimously adopted the 1 eetion of - spirochetes. or be crip- sand dollars a year compa ed with during
e first six months of' the duce efficiency in school work acid
following resolution:
t pled thrdugte life. Five out of the millions of dollars whtçh
inten
campaign for control of les:sen the ability of the children Creek, spent -Saturday night w.th
•
RESOLVED: That the Ken- • every- six women wrr _
to control the spread oI syph- syphi
together furnish substantial to be cceperative with parents and
a.
lucky State Medical Asesela, ; pregnant .while having undiagnosed ilis is .annually. costing he
lipon which to base the teachers.
.
tion advocates •passage' by • the I, and untreated syphilis will have of this country and this States
cone
that we. too, can, with,In addition to sufficient rest, food
-Last Year al:,ne 20.000,000 wee* in
next General Assembly of Ken- disastrous outcomes. That is. they
ew years, reduce the preval of'the right kind, and adequate in
tueky of a law requiring that, will either bear dead children or days were lost by eitaiens ins the lenc of' syphilis in this countiy quantity is essential to maintenbefore a'rearriage license as is- children who will ale shortly after United States because of the incaalmost irreducible quaimum. sere of the child's health. Milk.
sued, both the man and the birth or be crippled, blind or deaf. pacitating effects of syphilis. At
essential to this edd is tale- fruit and green vegetables are the
woman applying 'for such Ii- Early diagnosis and proper treat- the rate of four dollars a dey.
nt and enforcement , of protective foods which the child
cense must- have-presented to ment of these sypailaffe. expetatant which is a conservative , estimate, such legislation in every state as should have every day. .
the license clerk May certified a mothers would result in healthy the menetary loss to •wage earners that proposed by the Kentucky
Physical defects . constitute annegatita reports for syphilis and !live births in ten out of every aggregated $80.000.000.00. A million Stat Medical Association' If -this other factor in the maintenance of
and
one half dollars of this loss pro
gonorrhea, from micrpscopic and Ieleven cases.
. d legislation, however'. is child health. Every effort should
blaod tests and from approved
Certainly it win ro: de to say was bourne by wage earners in to be me the law in Kentucky. it be made es remedy prompUy such
physical eitarrunalions, - -- a - a -- - ,that syphilitic .mothert sa'reaaarty Kentucky. - Ten --minion dollars. must aye the .active backing. Of defects as are remediable and to
A fe‘ •cif the States. notably I paying the wages of sip. because, were expended in the United Stases every ightethinking citizen in the prevent all such as are preventConnecticut and ' Illinois already i in, at least half the cases, the dis- te take _care of the blindness pro- Commonwealth. The matter is one able. Tonsils, if diseased, should
have such leg/ease:id on t heir ; ease was meocently contracted. dutteii- • by syphilis. Of this ten in whicri every citizen.. has, a di- be lemoveel at once; protectionstatute • books. It should not be , Nor will it do to say that syphilitic million dollars the taxpayers of rect and a vital interest. It means should be riven against all the cislong before similar laws form in- ' expectant mothers should . think Kentucky contributed approximate- proteation for the sons and datiett- teases of chi4dhood for which there
tegral psirte of ehe _cedes of . every i enough of.their unborn children to ly 5200.000.00. Add In the items- tees of today and for all the sons are approved immunising agents,
'State in the Union.
; pt-oteci them by having them- the cest of maintaining syphilitic and daughters of the future.
,
and teeth should have constant
FtI
as safe to assume that every 1 selves treated in. time. . StatiSthis feeble-minded and Insane, and it
are..
thinkR citizen in Kentucky will . show that severayeivo cut of every readily. ecomes apparent that we
It is particularly important that
appro
the legislation advocated' seventy-three mother bearing sypn- are paying hundreds of times as
the child hest., a complete physical
by the State Medical Associate:m.1 ilitic habits did not know that much to maintain • syphilis as it
examination by -the family physiAnd this approval...Sheuld, _Ne. _0(2t_i_theY had the „disease. It is not, esoled east- React ically -to eradicate
,eian each year before 'entering
snercavapassive. but active and en- I thee deliberate dodairig Of ereat- the disease. And this is the nionee
examination. should
-dl.
ergetic. It IS to be expected. that i ment by expectant mothers, but coat alone. The last :1 lite caesed
;Mats vision.
es*
ahtections will be raised by the'ignorance of their condition which among both ehildfen and add1ftS
illtkrgest
rIt
mefthandisers is
It is
cult for any 'child who
_ etnee...the • -uninforefed -- and I is responsible- for the prevalence- and the human suffering- entailed a kr-ed guide'
business activity. is'not physically fit 10 learn properly' or to get out of everyday life
those satisfactions which make for
weehappiness.
And physical
essne has much to do with the
child's mental health. It offers the
only sure foundation upon which
to build a well-rounded, desirable
personality.
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Freedom From Yenereal Disease-A Pre_requisite to Marriage
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Expert Watch and
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Drive Carefully
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will likely not be until after the first of

YOUR TOBACCO NOW!
iE LEAF FLOOR ( the big barn near
make - you an allowance on it—so that
,
-

'JR

tr floor November 26th.

Read the Classified Column.

Beware Coughs

By Fair Dealing
--j-i.ed,4#*-verwficisrice of

the buyers
acturers who will be fully representon.

from common colds

That Hang On
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We often think that it will
always be the otter fellow that
will be in an automobile accident.
We do not stop to think that today
according to statistics that 27,000
persons will be injured.
And
1,100 0' these will be totally titsabled. Fpr the law of averages tells
that each year 10.000,000 Americans
are injured -ins accidents and 400,00 are totally disabled. That is
one person in every three average families. So you see it can
happen to you—to your family
here in Murray and
Callaway
county. These figures are for all
accidents but •a large percentage
of these auicshobile'•''' accidents.
Automobile accidents took over
36,000 lives last year besides the
thousands that were injured for
life. So let's drive more carefully. You'll never reach 70 if you
drive seventy. Let's drive 50 and.
be safe, s
It is estimated that the average
motorist meets appreximately 25,000 moving vehicles on the road
each year. If we will just consider the thousands of potential accidents, when the margin of safety
lb a matter of inches or seconds we
will realiie it is safer to drive 50
instead of 70. Modern cars have
a great many more gaiety features,
'but these features Cannot accsunt
for the human element involved in
driving. You never know what
the other fellow is gonif to do :e•
what his reaction or nervous 'tension is when he gets in a tight
place. despite the safety featureS on
'obr automsbiles. •
!

W.*

g

No nettles how many medicines
you have tried for your c
- ough, chest
cold, or bronchial Irritation, you can
now
get relief
with Creomulsion.
Serious trouble may be brewing and
you cannot afford to take a chance
with any remedy lees potent than°
Oreomulslon, which goes right to
the seat of the trouble end ails nature to soothe and heal the Inflamed
mucous membranes and to loosen
and expel the germ-laden phlegm.
Even if other remedies have failed,
don't be discouraged, try CreomulMon. Your druggist is 'authorized to
refund _your inostcy If you ate • not
thoratairay aatisfled with the benefits obtained from the very first
bottle. Creomulaon is one word—not
two, and it has no hyphen in it.
Ask for it plainly, see that the name
on the bottle Is Creorniaston, and
you'll get the genuine product and
the relief you watt. (Ads')

Murray, Ktntutky

has been appointed as a

NEW FORD DEALER
To all car owners—and to Ford
owners especially—there should be
good news in the announcement of
added facilities for convenient, economical service in this neighborhood.
The consistent policy Of the Ford_
Motor Company is to provide the
highest possible type of dealer representation in each 'community. And
in keeping with this policy, the new
Ford Dealership announced here
today4is equipped to render expert
service on all models of the Ford car.
The Service Department is equipped
with the most modern equipment
and all mechanics ham been thoroughly craiiia in Ford service. ,

Genuine Ford Parts are ysed and
labor on ordinary maintenance opertions is billed at a standard flat rate.
Drop in and inspect the showrooms
of this new Ford Nalership where,
glistening new Ford V-8 cars are on
display ... Note particularly the
fact that this yea there are two
new Ford V-8 ears. The Standard
Ford V-8 comes in two engine sizes
—85 R.P. and 60 H.P.- In addition
-the De Luxe Ford car* wikthe 85
11.P. engine is the biggest and most
huturious Ford V.8 ever built. We
believe - you will find everything
about this dealership worthy ,of
your patronage.
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, _owe the cool soft night with wind
Sing", "Silent Night", and "Come
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
First Baptist church at Lexineene 3, when we will meet Fairbanks / ris who has been in the Clinic
Cole's
All Ye 'Faithful", while candle*,
whispering in the pines, the 17tgn
Ky. Lr many years.
High School of Graves County. On I Heepeee Dr. Masters, editor of the Westbeen in the windows. I lave .to
mysterious stars, the tender plants
This memorial service will Se Friday night. December 10. New I
Folks, the month of November thine of Christ as a toiler, a work- ern Reeorder. the Baptist staiM
By
I am looking for a nice gift from
held in the Immanuel Baptist Concord plays Hardin High School i
and growing things and decaying will soon be gone and the year
man such as farmers are. 'I 1,aper. will preach at the morning
JULIAN III
; you, "Old Maid", as today, Monleaves, the foaming brooks with of 1937 is almost ready to slip ing
church of which Dr. Porter was of Marshall County. Christmas pro- lieur. The Recorder is well above
their gentle mtirmur--all those away. This year has brough glad- like to hear the
pastor at the time of his death, at
day. is Humming Bird's birthday.
radio- 'he century mark in age.. It has
were to Darrell as if Ariel had ness to some of es, while to others' grams that come over the
2:30 Sunday afternoon. Decemmiry Katherine Morris spent
THE DREAM
"Hal- withstood with ever increasing
magnificent
created them, and he felt as if he it has brought sadness and disap- the carols, the
ber
5.
Pastor
Martin
vs41-1 returnThe young professor (trove his
Handel's courage ale attacks of every enemy.
frofe
over the 'week-end with Mr.' -and
leujah Chorus"
in
time
stood
alone
upon
the
for
verge
the
al
Wednesday
event4
pointment. We should all be thank- "Messiah," and best of all Mich
ear down the narrow, winding
Masters is perhaps the most
Little Miss Delores Wicker has 1 Mee Wes Spann.
widely quoted editor of religious mid-week meeting, the 8th.
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I love the coming of Spring-time AT OTHER CHILDREN whose parents have built them a HOME OF
to the hills of Tennessee-buds
new THEIR OWN or modernized their old one tkis year? There is a feel.
swelling and bursting an
born leaves, the most delicate
things in all creation curling up- ing of warmth and appreciation of havink a home of your own at
"Direct the traffic to Wanner's for quality silverware, fair
ward to the sunlight. Before long Christmas time when
you start to decorate it. Your Children, when
price. and easiest terms!"
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hill stream. Violets will wander
cream sets, water pitchers, and hundreds of other attractive
over grassy banks. and the trum- days when they were young. They will always want to come back
its for Christmas. Lay Away Plan If Desired.
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sweets to bee and humming bird. HOME. It gives them a sense of security in later years.
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EVERYTNINu IN JEWELRY AND OPTICAL GOODS
Leaves an added touch of gold.
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Will Your Child Be On the Outside
Looking in This

"Everybody's Talking',:,

IT IS TOO LATE THIS YEAR, BUT BY

Christmas 1938

Cedar Knob News
Monday neorning. November 29,
time for me to be coming back.
I have been writing to the good
old Ledger & Times for over a
year and I thought perhaps I might
be missed if I failed to write this
week-so hear I am.
.
I konw I love Christmas time
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and its old fashioned good will to
men. I love to see the negroes
come up to yell "Christmas gift!"
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and old neighbors
door.
tracking in by the back
while mother calls out "Come right
on in!" I love the living Christmas tree in our front yard, with
a star in its topmost bough. I like
the Christmas programs at our
country schools and churchesmay we always have youthful
voices singing "Hark The Angels

TRY THIS
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A MERRY
CHRISTMAS!
FIND it much easier, quicker and
VOU'LL
less tiresome„ we believe, if you do all your
Christmas shopping right in your own home town
iltsi bother to yourself, we say
<swizz..
,
home . . . . However, if you
shopping
at
- -do your
come
to Louisville, we'll be
most
you
that
find
glad to see you again at the Brown—and we'll try
ttz give you a restful, refreshing and happy visit'

THE
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A Modern Home
and Feel Satisfied Like Other Children

Now You Can Build
A Better Home For
Lesi Money Than
Ten Years Ago
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•

<,IIYPERACIDITY

DEFINITE RELIEF ORMONEY BACK

HOTEL
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brought prompt, definite rehef In
thousands of eases of Stomach aged
Duodenal Lams. due to Hyperacidity. and other forme of Stomach Distress due to Erress Arid SOLD ON
211 DAYS TRIAL. For oom leut information. read ••Willard's
Illedief." Ask for It-fres-at

-Louisville's Largest and Finest"
Harold E. Harter,Mansger,
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Your Children, Too, Can Enjoy
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USE YOUR CREDIT

Christmas shopping 'will be a profit.
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now. you can pay in 1938 as convenient.

It's thritteas time at this great store
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on the greatest arras of worths one
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FINE KROEHLER CUSTOM ,TAILORED GROUP

A.Gift The Whole Family Will Want
__Take the family-into-yeur ionfi4lenee thinChriatmas•attel if-it-new—
. living room suite is needed. we are certain that it will receive their
- "'hearty approval as the tortbined gilt for home. We are showing
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we had together.
and paper and counted up the
Honor loll
times that she would have to wash
Saturday afternoon my mother
The Chatterbox is trying to wear
Those making all A's and B's: I dishes if she lived 20 years and
-,pees" as she scribbles this time and I visited Miss Opal McClure's
Eighth grade, Katharine Knight, she committed suicide. But instead
at she's reminded of the verse, neat little apartment in Murray.
Maxine Valentine. Ted Spiceland, of that I just count my blessings
Ninety Year Old "Ma"
aere we see through a glees
Warren Jewell, and J. D. Lasater; and try to be thankful that I have
.1ark1y" and site's tempted to She never used a lipstick nor
sixth grade, Cecil Spiceland, New- a few old brown, crackey dishes
rouge nor powder Ruff.
':row them to the winds.
ell Knight, Fay Hodges and Louise to wash.
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Chatterbox,
take
don't
that
FU.irt of the past week in Caroeven took to snuff.
Well, U. L. Knight, J. T. Vale.ii- house-keeping too seriously—but
a ay at her son's F. H. Spiceland. She never saw a beauty shop nor Une, John C. Steele and Deima I better go before that long-sufheard of manicures,
daughter's, Mrs. Jchnnie Ahart.
Hodges; second grade, Edward fering editor loses patience.
N: and Mrs. R. B. Kirks came in Or permanents and finger waves Graves
Knight.
Hoping our editor had a happy'
and
Burlene
to enhance youth's allures.
the week end while she was
Knight; first grade, Virgil Futrell. Thanksgiving.
She never saw a picture show, and Virginia Willoughby, and
Laverne
never drove a car,
Ledbetter.
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd 6-Rice4and,
1.ss Ruth Cathi and Miss Ante She never rode a train or bus.
We are glad that Mrs. Herman
From hoin she ne'er went far.
e Spiceland
pent the holid-y
Lassiter is cenvalescent and we
She never sewed by 'lectric lights
Another week has passed away
their .parents.
wish for her a speedy recovery.
nor had the modern aids,
Miss /113thy Alton. Hilman Fer- and most every one around here
Many enjoyed the•club meet'TL., And tho she
was small and frail,
[
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.gersom. end W.- -42---Crouse were
Mrs.she had trO need- OT-maidt,
and killinghogs for it seems winpleasant visitors last Friday.
y.. A derriOdstration was
She never wore a "store bought"
We certainly did have an en- ter has come to stay.
. chicken canning.
dress nor -silken underwear.
Thanksgiving day passed and
joyable trip together with Pleas3arney Cook is the only one Nor snagged at pair of
chiffon hose
so far we haven't heard of any
ant Valley
School at
—Auld here who has killed hogs
Belmont
--she never had a pair.
fatal accidents so we should ne
Park.
.t we're all getting hungry.
She never heard a college band
very thankftd.
Mr. Doug JOTte, has a- co
We enjoyed rnir regidar =witty_
Mrs. Tany Xiftrand-haili-±-ait
!,,ently had hei third set of twin And yet ma had the fullest life of end school party Wednesday, and
the sick list.
calves. She has had sUt calves in
our thanks- go to Mrs. Mavis -Masany one I know.
.
Mrs. Graves Williams has retile past three years.
She had a husband true as gold sey for the lovely candy, and was turned home from the Clinic wisest
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Spiceland
It fine!
and eleven girls and boys
the
has been an operative patient.
,cent
Patiticah last week to hear And shared the burdens of them
We have been busy this amok
Tas Ycungblood made a businers
Dr Frank Norris Bro, John Outall and also rhafed _their JSys. taking exams.
trip to Murray Saturday.
:and also wen
She had an old house on a hill, a
We hope eveiy one had e
Fred Kirkland has purchased a
I visited in Calloway last week
weather beaten thing. •.
pleasant Thanksgiving but there new 1938 Chevrolet truck.
( nd between trip:. to the optome- But with such happiness,' within is
always something to "take the
Mr. and Mrs. William Majors
•:-ist. Heard about Mr. and Mrs.
the rafters seemed to ring.
Joy out of life" and just now I and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Manning
,;uy Lovins having about 35 peop.e It matters not if wealth and style am
wondering how the teachers visited the latter's parents. Mr.
•.ir dinner .guests last Sunday
were terms unheard of thece are to "get by" without our super- and Mrs. Carrie RIchie, last Thursalong them beiag Fred McClure's Its four walls made . the kind of intendent
and his wife? We sure day.
,mily, Unbind McClure's family,
home which now. is much too will regret to give them up and
Luther Easley and Jim Harrol
.is. Virgie, Rainer- and Otis LCVrare.
can never forget the favors r‘.- killed 3 nice porkers last - week.
a family, Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Its big old kitchen with its smells'
ceived from Mr. and Mrs. WrathQuite a number from around
Annie Willis, Mr. and Ws.
of apple pies and spice
Cr.
here were business visitors in Mur.-lay McClure, Mrs. Fannie Wise- Left memories kmough to pay Car
Our hearts go out t4,..klein Crow ray Monday.
,it and James and Glenith Wiseall ma's sacrifice. .
and Billie Max in their bereaw.:Annie Nell Richie honored her
irt. Mr. and
Mrsi Aylon
And when at eve, all elacled tisii I ment.
sister, Franklin, with a surprise
-lure- -and— lessie McCIn*L an-ct
great hearth lire so- bright,
I always look for the - Attotalhe UMW
, party Sunday stHernoon.
,tiindma
McClure and maybe I think the angels smiled Moon River letter and saji
Chatterbox, from 2 until 4.
Those . present
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this icture of delight.
It doesn't seem long since you, the were DorothY. Hazel, and %Attie
to kill hogs if it was Sun- Fat fe
er beds awaded all and Buchanan girls and Lpuise Miller Carter, Parmer Lee Camp, Annie
m would tuck them in
and a lot of boys, would dron dawn Nell and Sue Flichie, Andy Duel.
Clifford Blalock and. his inogier
bile ,pa took a nip or read just below the school -house fag 'Clyde One Caster, _Albert Stone,
me in from Detroit for. Thailllisnyi knitted stockings then.
a social hour and music and was Charlie and Harry Richie. Gene
Ang among relatives. They and Ote course the family circle broke. I alwayi glad to
welcome yon! Car-nR Ernie G. Sheridan and the
:is Burman Parker, r. and Mrs. / they left' her, one by one,
And do I' remember why you said honoree. Little Miss Franklin was
, eg Lovins. and Mrs. Cratus Bono sit alone with folded hands you liked to
"Because every- the recipient of many nice gifts.
.• visited Mr. and Mrs, Ot
since all her work was done. thing was so scattered - so homey", Her friends left late in the after....ins Saturday.
But after.ninety years of toil she-il magazines and boots -every where noon wishing her many more hapNoble Lovins and wife a o
earn a crown of gold
and nothing where it should be. py birthdays.
,me in from ,Detfuit in. a ew And welcome loved one home
Oh! thcse were never to be
Will see yOu all sometime in
Misc.
•
again where none will e--er forgotten ,das and even now I the, future.--K. T. Did.
I
visited
with "Mint
ulu"
grow old.
never stop to think about cleanMiller Friday afternoon. We and
—The Chatterbox 'ing house and 'washing dishes for
It Pays to Read tlia Claadfleds

Mallory School News

- Across the River I

ity

Almo High School
Everyone enjoyed the progr
given by the sophomores Wednesday afternoon. The 1-act play,
entitled "A Birthday Party at the
Poor Farm", caused much excitement. Listeners' hearts were
filled with joy and sorrow. We
were glad to see so many parents
present. We hope to give a free
and better program in the future.
The Almo Blue and White Nevi.Hors met their defeat in a basketball game Tuesday night at

PAGE

Faxon. - The Warriors fought with
all their might but Faxon won
both games by a scare of .20-11
2540. The Warriors will moot
Hazel' here- December 10. •
The
comedy
3-act
entitled,
"Bashful Bobby", will be presented by the senior class, faculty, and
two alumni of Almo High next
Saturday night, December 4- The;
will be one of the best plays ever
presented in this corrununity and
those who like good, clean comedy
should not miss this play,
It Pass to Read the Claadtieds

Vancleave School
The end of the filth month of
our school term finds Vancleave
working hard on a school pro-'
gram to be given Friday night,
December 3.
This
program is
being given by bath upper and
Primary grades, The program is
as follows:
Welcome
Address;
reading, "Mr. Can't and Mr. Can":
monologue, "Negro and the Watermelon"; one act comedy, "Graduation
monologue
at Gay vile";
"I'm Engaged"; comedy in one act.
"Meet the Flusband": comedy in

FIVE

—
•
one act, "The Minister's New
Car"; monologue, "Negro at tria
Telephone"; one act farce, "Hcisii
He Popped the Question."
Everyone is invited to "
- tome and
enjoy this well planned prOgrain.
There will be no admission fee.
The honor roll for the fifth
month failnina. _first grade. Idarelle Thorn, Gladys McKinney;
second grade, Dale Todd, Young
Lovett; third grade. Mae Dell
kins; fourth grade, Duel Burkeen;
sixth grade, James Bdrkeen, Bobbie Fennell, Oeda • Hopkins, An,
arine Lovett, Jewel McKinney,

Coldwater News

RN!
SLIPPERY WHEN WET!
How Often You See This Road Sign

QUIeKER with the FAMOUS

come,

$250,000.00 Sacrifice

A LE

Warehouse Unloading
Large Blanket Pairs$139

ALt1

31(9 VALUE'S

98c

14:t: colorful plaid Blanket Pairs
—large. double bed Rise, heavy,
soft, warm, dully cotton yarn.
_
WOMEN'S

Fall Oxfords
!Slack, brown, smart styles. Sen,sational values.

.$t69

Lew or medium heels in all sizes
for women and misses.

FINE COUNT, FAST COLOR

Dress Prints

12c

LOWEST PRICE IN YEARS
A ridiculously low price for
these fine quality fast color
prints.

80-Square Prints
22c I \LI E

16c
the market's finest prints—
famous brand in a big selec-lion of patterns.

19c

8c

line, soft, full pleached domestic, splendid quality—a
real saving.

'

SOLIDS, FANCIES

MEN'S HEAVY

Outing

11c
Lif
5". il

BEST lai

Domestic
SEA Igl Vs1) FINISH •

8

C
1 he market. Hest grade 'oL
t,roivis dornr,Irr. Full 36 tn.
,ide.

lk

HERE'S WHAT TRIPLE SAFE MEANS

FAST COLOR

Chambray

Gum-DippedHigh
Stretch cord body.

5c

QUALITY

STRIPES. SOLIDS
A big value, offered in all solid
colors and srtipe patterns.

NEW PATTERNS

a's-Malate

50% Longer New
Skid Mileage-

WOMEN'S and MISSES'
MEN'S

Suede Shirts

Galoshes

Handkerchiefs

BLACK . . BROWN

19c

WHITE — FANCY

ARMY STYLES
TAN and GREY

Standard size.
Made of
splendid quality nainsook in
solid white or with fancy
borders.

ALL HEELS

Rubber ,Shoes

CHILDRDEN'S RIBBED

$1.98.

98c
THREE TO SIX-YEAR
SIZES

Stockings

Extra high top, heavy rubber
bootees,
fleece lined for
warmth—a feature value!

10'

11111•1111111•11111111111111MMI\
MEN'S HEAVY

BROWN and TAN

Bed Spreads

(inrs

111:55 I
LEE( 1 01 TING

47^

67c

Knit Gloves

1045c

Join the Firest-n.-- "Sa

MULTI-COLORS
WOMEN'S WINTER

Work Socks

Ribbed Shirts

9c

Super-Si

43c

WOOL MIX

FIVE TYPES FROM WHIC4
TO CHOOSE

Firestone Tires and Batteries Ar
Carried in All Sizes for All
Makes of Cars

WONURNS and C HILDREN's

MEN'S HEAVY

"t•

•

EVERY TIRE GUARANTEED
REGARDLESS OF
PRICE!

Big double bed size spreads In
rose, blue, green, gold and hello.

Outing Gowns

Purse and Purpose!

ALL SIZES

EXTRA LARGE CRINKLE

98c

2. PROTECTION AGAINST BLOWOUTS
to 28 degrees cooler because every fibre r
saturated with liquid rubber by the Fiprocess. This counteracts the interns'
ily causes blowouts.

A Tire for every

Men's Heavy 4-Buckle
High Top

Coats

1, PROTECTION AGAINST SKIDDING. The scientifi.
sign gives longer non-skid mileage and stops your car
cent quicker.

3. PROTECTION AGAINST
awn-dipped cords under the
extra protection against pir

3c

88c

Winter Moleskin
Pants
Regular Vie, 36-inch

NEW STYLES

1 OC
HEAVY

12c FIRST

•

.88c

Play Cloths

GIRLS' WINTER

CALL
Bleached Domestic

$1.98

Oil Cloth

Be prepared this winter for any kind of weather. - Make folif
car tire-safe and pay particular attention to protecrtion against skidding. Remember- your brakes can stop your wheels—but only your
TIRES can stop your car. That is why SAFE DRIVERS are replacing
smooth, worn out, -dangerous tires with FIRESTONE TRIPLE-SAFE
r
TIRES.

Pajamas

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS:

2k QUALITY

TRIPLE-SAFE TIRES!

WOMEN'S TUCKST1TCH

Bath Robes

•
III
KELL

MEN'S and WOMEN'S

LONG SLEEVES

DutiolufiStores JACKSON I
EAST MAIN STREF

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

,r•

•

•

a"sa-

•

assmeift .

•
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I

66x80 Double
Part Wool
BLANKETS
• PLAID COLORS
• WINTER WEIGHT
• SATEEN BOUND

FINE, SMOOTH. 40-itich

DOMESTIC,

9c

Yard

Brushed Wool
GLOVES
• MIXED COLORS

PAIR—

ft

• ••

29c

1

VALUE

• BRIGHT and STYLISH

S1.88

0===01=101 ===1101=101=101=:=101
=00=(
Long Sleeve
66x80 Double HeaChild's Outing
CANNON
72x90 Cotton Batts
Misses' Suede and
vy
Cotton
HOUSE DRESSES
TOWE
LS
Corduroy
PAJAMAS
BLAN
KETS
and Coats
• COLORED BORDERS
JACKETS
2 to 12
• CHECKS
• NEW STYLE
Extra! Extra!
• STYLE
• SOFT
• LARGE SIZE
• FINE PERCALE
Ladies
'
Flanne
l
• WARMTH
Reg. $1.85 Value • FLEECE
• FLARED SKIRT
•
AL:
REGULAR
29e
GOWNS
• FEET MADE ON
• DARK COLORS
• FULL CUT
• HEAVY
• OUTING
Regular 59e value

PAIR—

$1.95 $1.19 49c
Santa Says:- A

49c

a

19c

II

Regular S225

alue

99c

49c _

99

AWAITS EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY Al MU
MURRAY
c1.ft'
vat

111

narvers

LI

El

Where I have been unloading my pack of 0

•

"QUALITY GIFTS"

0
SINCE 1880
•••

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S

BATH MAT
SETS
8

$1'95

Assorted Colors

I

ALL BOXED FOR SANTA
FLANNEL ROBES
Medium Weight

WhenL)
in
Doubt
Give)
Her
ci miraitn

$250

Seat Cover to
Match
.

t•
CANNON
TOWEL SETS
Xmas Packed

tic 755 98c

$1.95

FAVORITES WITH THE LADIES!

BLANKET ROBES
Heavy Weight

Lovely lace trimmed garments made of
finest panne satin

BEAUTIFUL
SHADOWLESS
FLAWLESS

H

Ladies' Velvet Dorsay

SCRANTON

HOUSE SLIPPERS

LACE CLOTHS

rd Leather
Sole

E IDEAL GIFT

the pair

RED, BLUE, BLACK

)CKS

Handkerchief and
Tie Sets
f

assort
men •

ALL COLORS'
/

I

BEDSPREADS
$1.4$ $1'98 $2.98

le°

• Pink
• Blue

Here are the fine ones. All 72x90, and
priced as follows:

• Maize

$2.75 $3.50 $4.95

• Green

• Orchid

amr
----Ladies' Boxed

Ladies' Kid
HOUSE SLIPPERS

HANKIES

• QUILTED INSOLE
• SOFT KID UPPER
• HARD LEATHER SOLE
,ALL STTES

n PURE LINEN

• RAYON ('REP
,
• PURE SILIS,‹

• EXTRA LARGE SI7E

• XMASi
OXED

• IRISH LAC

50c S1.°°

Reg. $5.95 Value!

Mother, Wife, Sister, Daughter will
surely like one of these!

C5

pair

•0
Two Color Taffeta'
Bound, Heavy
r,
Woolen

Full Line "BATES"

9.49

FILET MESH
50x72

Satin
Insole

49c to $1.10

••1

Finest in all America, and at such
LOW PRICES

•

All Full Fashioned, Priced

$2.95

• BLUE
• MAIZE

$345

Always

iclad"

BLANKETS
$4."

• PINK

WOOL ROBES
Assorted Heavy
Woolen

-cl'Colors

PacitasiiS
s Basatifa:
Nasal-G:1r Bea

0

$2.95

COST.,—)^^E
+405 I
••••1 .586 51,..S.AN.Cal

h Cloth
loomm

WOOLEN

SATIN GOWNS AND -PAJAMAS

BATH ROBES

BORDER

The Box . . . .

$toQ

Pair

0

27x45

Satin

Children's House

AXMINSTERS

DANCE SETS

SLIPPERS

NEW. MODERN OR PERSIAN
DESIGNS

• TAILORED
• LACE TRIMMED
• TEAROSE

• FELT UPPERS
• LEATHER SOLE

ALL COLORS

$1.45

- $2.25

The Set

$1.00 Pair

1

.4. Issin

Cheek this on your list, as
dies need new ones every y.

E

,

3

11•1111.11•111•111111111111MOr

$300.00 MERCHANDISE AUCTION
MURRAY'S GREA
TEST SALE EVER IN HISTORY!

With

every purchase you make at Ryan's you will get a GOLDEN BUCK AUCTION
CERTIFICATE, which can be used in bidding at the auction. All bids must
be paid for in th
ese GOLDEN BUCKS. Save them for yourself, your family or friends. They
nothing. You get them with every 25c iturchase'FREE. Golden Bucks are eligible cost you
anyon
to
bid
thing listed in the Auction!

See Circular for Merchandise to ge Offered

Satin and Taffeta
NEGLIGEES

$5.95
• Tailored

Every person in Western Kentucky and Tennessee has the right to participa
te in this
distetolamm ot
t,•eiciukTuNse, over $300.1U worth. All bidding must be done
with the Clck-a -z_ Zucks-•--No money can be used.

•Princess
• Full Skirt

See Our
Circular
for
Auction
Items
and Details
•

•

( )One

One(1)
Buck
RYAN'S
Buck
GOLDEN BUCK SALE

AUCTION
CERTIFICATE
This certificate is accepted subject to the rules
printed on the back

1 Buck

ArCTION
CERTIFICTE
This certificate is accepted subject to the rules
printed on the back

BUCK

-

1 Buck

See Our
Circular
for
Auction
Items
and Details

.

.77.555,575,125,7211105.1.854W..1.551•14115505.55,
-,•••-5•4*

.a••••-tager-

_

s.a.-•••

7,--5.10,

--51••

-

•

•

1110110bile",-0-.0

••

•

•

•••

TAM AND SCA
SETS
SLOO

BALBRIGGAN
PAJAMAS

98c

Pair—
PINK
BLUE
• Two Piece
• Knit Cuffs
• Assorted Styles

WINE "

RYAN'S 0C=I0=0=20=0=0C0=0=0=i0

1=0
•

!

49c

•011.
,

Sale Begins December 3, and Ends at 2 P. M. January 24. Auction 3 P. M.
va'Artlt

WOOL AMS
AND HOODS

BOXED
HANKIES
Santa's Special
• Men's
• Ladies'
Plain
• Lace Trim

,
Your Selection-

25c-50c0i=n

_

o

0

